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The correlator is a key component of the digital backend of a modern radio telescope array. The
64 antenna MeerKAT telescope has an FX architecture correlator consisting of 64 F-Engines
and 256 X-Engines. These F- and X-Engines are all hosted on 128 custom designed FPGA
processing boards. This custom board is known as a SKARAB. One SKARAB X-Engine board
hosts four logical X-Engines. This SKARAB ingests data at 27.2 Gbps over a 40 GbE connection.
It correlates this data in real time.
GPU technology has improved significantly since SKARAB was designed. GPUs are now
becoming viable alternatives to FPGAs in high performance streaming applications. The
objective of this dissertation is to investigate how to build a GPU drop-in replacement X-Engine
for MeerKAT and to compare this implementation to a SKARAB X-Engine. This includes the
construction and analysis of a prototype GPU X-Engine.
The 40 GbE ingest, GPU correlation algorithm and the software pipeline framework that links
these two together were identified as the three main sub-systems to focus on in this dissertation.
A number of different tools implementing these sub-systems were examined with the most
suitable ones being chosen for the prototype.
A prototype dual socket system was built that could process the equivalent of two SKARABs
worth of X-Engine data. This prototype has two 40 GbE Mellanox NICS running the SPEAD2
library and a single Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti GPU running the xGPU library. A custom pipeline
framework built on top of the Intel Threaded Building Blocks (TBB) library was designed to
facilitate the flow of data between these sub-systems.
The prototype system was compared to two SKARABs. For an equivalent amount of processing,
the GPU X-Engine cost R143 000 while the two SKARABs cost R490 000. The power
consumption of the GPU X-Engine was more than twice that of the SKARABs (400W compared
180W), while only requiring half as much rack space. GPUs as X-Engines were found to be more
suitable than FPGAs when cost and density are the main priorities. When power consumption
is the priority, then FPGAs should be used.
When running eight logical X-Engines, 85% of the prototype’s CPU cores were used while only
75% of the GPU’s compute capacity was utilised. The main bottleneck on the GPU X-Engine
was on the CPU side of the server. This report suggests that the next iteration of the system
should offload some CPU side processing to the GPU and double the number of 40 GbE ports.
This could potentially double the system throughput. When considering methods to improve
this system, an FPGA/GPU hybrid X-Engine concept was developed that would combine the
power saving advantage of FPGAs and the low cost to compute ratio of GPUs.
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Glossary
1k Mode: This is a MeerKAT mode of operation where the antenna data has undergone a
1024 point Fourier transform.
32k Mode: This is a MeerKAT mode of operation where the antenna data has undergone a
32 768 point Fourier transform.
40 GbE: 40 Gigabit Ethernet (40 GbE) is a network interconnect designed to support full
duplex communication between connected nodes.
4k Mode: This is a MeerKAT mode of operation where the antenna data has undergone a
4096 point Fourier transform.
ALMA: The Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) is a 66 antenna radio telescope located
in the Chilean Andes.
ASIC: An Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is an integrated circuit that is designed
and optomised for a specific function.
ASKAP: The Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) is a 36 antenna radio
telescope located in the Australian Mid West.
Baseline: A baseline is the output from a correlator. Each baseline is produced by correlating
and Fourier transforming two antenna signals.
Boilerplate Code: In computer programming, boilerplate code refers to code that has to be
repeated with minimal modification in many locations throughout a program.
Breakthrough Listen: Breakthrough Listen is a large research program with the goal of
finding evidence of intelligent life beyond Earth.
CHIME: The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) array is a 1024
antenna radio telescope array located in British Columbia, Canada.
Device: In a GPU system, the device refers to the GPU that is connected to the server.
F-Engine: An F-Engine is the part of the correlator that is responsible for performing a Fourier
transform on time domain data.
FAST: The Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) is the worlds largest
single dish antenna located in Guizhou, China.
x
FPGA: A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit that is designed to
be configured at the gate level during run-time.
GPGPU: A General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) is a GPU that is designed
specifically for performing computation. GPGPUs generally lack the video interfaces
present on a normal GPU.
GPU: A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is an integrated circuit originally designed to process
computer graphics that can also perform complex multi-threaded computation.
HERA: The Hydrogen Epoch of Reionisation Array (HERA) is a 350 antenna radio telescope
located in the Karoo desert in South Africa..
Host: In a GPU system, the host refers to the server that the GPU is connected to..
HPC: High Performance Computing (HPC) is a field of computing focused on building extremely
large computers (or collections of computers) for the purposes of accelerating complex
computational problems.
ICD: An Interconnect Document (ICD) is a document that describes a set of standards that
all nodes on a network must adhere to when transmitting and receiving network data.
Interconnect: An Interconnect is a system that provides a means for other systems to transfer
data to one another. In the context of MeerKAT, this generally refers to a 40 GbE network.
L-Band: L-band refers to the operating frequency range of 1–2 GHz in the radio spectrum.
With reference to MeerKAT, L-band refers to the frequecny range 0.856 - 1.712 GHz.
LEDA: The Large-Aperture Experiment to Detect the Dark Ages (LEDA) telescope is a 256
antenna radio telescope located in New Mexico, USA.
MeerKAT: MeerKAT is a 64 antenna L-band radio telescope built and operated by SARAO.
It is located in the Karoo desert in South Africa.
Multicast: Multicast in an IP network refers for the ability of a network to transmit the same
data to multiple end nodes without transmitting redundant packets.
MWA: The Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) is a 128 antenna radio telescope located in the
Australian Mid West.
NIC: A Network Interface Card (NIC) is a hardware device that allows a computer to connect
to a network.
NUMA: Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) refers to systems where different CPUs have
different latencies when accessing different memory banks..
xi
Nvidia: Nvidia is one of the two major manufacturers of GPUs in the world.
OOP: Object Orientated Programming (OOP) is a software development paradigm where
related pieces of data are encapsulated into a single object that provides an interface to
create, access and manipulate this data.
PAPER: The Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Re-ionisation (PAPER) is a 128 antenna
radio telescope located in the Karoo desert in South Africa. It is a precursor to HERA.
PFB: A Polyphase Filter Bank (PFB) is an efficient implementation of a FIR filter followed by
an FFT. The PFB performs windowing on time series data before Fourier transforming it
in order to reduce side-lobes in the frequency domain.
Pipeline: A pipeline in a data streaming application is a software framework that facilitates
moving data between processing threads.
Polymorphism: Polymorphism is the ability for an object in an OOP inheritance hierarchy to
take on the form of any object in this hierarchy. This allows related objects of different
types to be accessed through the same interface.
SARAO: The South Africa Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) is facility funded by the
National Research Foundation that is responsible for managing all radio astronomy activity
in South Africa. This includes the MeerKAT radio telescope.
SKA: The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is an intergovernmental radio telescope project to
be built partly in South Africa and partly in Australia. It aims to be the largest radio
telescope in the world and is scheduled to begin operation in the late 2020s..
SKA-Low: SKA-Low refers to the 50 MHz to 350 MHz bandwidth portion of the Square
Kilometer Array to be constructed in Australia.
SKA-Mid: SKA-Mid refers to the 350 MHz to 14 GHz bandwidth portion of the Square
Kilometer Array to be constructed in South Africa.
SKARAB: The Square Kilometre Array Reconfigurable Application Board (SKARAB) is an
FPGA system designed specifically to be used in the MeerKAT correlator.
SPEAD: SPEAD is a streaming protocol implemented on top of UDP that is used in the
MeerKAT network. It requires data to be organised into logical heaps. Each heap is
transmitted as a series of packets and then reassembled at the destination node.
Stokes Parameters: Stokes Parameters are a set of values that describe the polarisation of
received radio signals.
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Synchronisation Epoch: In MeerKAT, a Synchronisation Epoch refers to collection of
correlated data that is accumulated together by the MeerKAT X-Engines. The end
of an epoch is the last time stamp accumulated before the accumulated data is sent to the
next stage in the signal pipeline.
TBB: Intel’s Threaded Building Blocks (TBB) library is a C++ tool designed to make it easier
to develop multithreaded programs.
UML: Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized set of tools for specifying and
visualising software programs.
VLA: The Very Large Array (VLA) is a 28 antenna radio telescope located in New Mexico,
USA.
X-Engine: An X-Engine is the part of the correlator that is responsible for performing frequency
domain correlation between every antenna pair.
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1. Introduction
This past decade has seen an explosion in the complexity and capability of modern radio
telescopes. The era of single antenna telescopes has come to an end. Modern radio telescopes are
built out of multiple smaller antennas made to appear as a single larger antenna. The collection
of techniques used to do this is called interferometry and an array of dishes is known as an
interferometer. Current interferometers often consist anywhere from tens of dishes (such as
MeerKAT[1] and ASKAP[2]) to hundreds or even thousands of dishes (HERA[3] and CHIME[4]).
Future telescope designs (including SKA-Mid and SKA-Low[5]) will continue to increase both
the number of antennas per interferometer and the data rates per antenna.
The digital back-ends servicing these arrays are forced to grow and improve in order to keep up
with the required data rates. Modern digital back-ends do not run on a single server, instead
they consist of many racks of servers running in a data centre. Solving modern radio astronomy
problems increasingly involves entering the field of high performance computing (HPC).
The core focus of this dissertation is on the design of a GPU based drop-in replacement X-Engine
for the MeerKAT radio telescope. X-Engines make up part of this digital back-end and the
results from this dissertation can be used to inform future telescope design decisions.
This chapter introduces the reader to the problem, presents the project objectives, and outlines
the structure to be followed by the rest of this dissertation.
1.1. Problem Background
The MeerKAT radio telescope is a 64 Antenna interferometer located in the Karoo desert in
South Africa. The management and operation of MeerKAT is overseen by the South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory(SARAO). [1]
The MeerKAT correlator was built using a custom FPGA platform called the Square Kilometre
Array Reconfigurable Astronomy Board (SKARAB). The correlator consists of 64 SKARABs
performing channelisation (referred to as F-Engines) and 64 SKARABs performing correlation
(referred to as X-Engines) all connected over 40 Gigabit-Ethernet (40 GbE). A more detailed
explanation of the correlator will be presented in Chapter 3.
The SKARABs were designed in 2013 and will reach their designated end of life in 2022. A
replacement correlator is currently being designed. Due to the advancement in technology
since 2013, it is expected that the new correlator will be able to perform the same amount of
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computation for a far lower cost. This can be achieved due to the performance per component
increasing resulting in fewer components being required. A number of new platforms are being
considered for this upgrade, including FPGA and GPU platforms.
This dissertation will focus on the development of a GPU X-Engine prototype for the correlator.
This includes reviewing the current state of the art of GPU X-Engines as well as designing,
building, and testing a prototype.
1.2. Research Focus
The research focus of this dissertation was determined after a consultation with various
stakeholders.
The objective of this dissertation is to answer a number of questions about designing and
implementing a GPU based X-Engine for the MeerKAT correlator.
In order to thoroughly answer these questions, a prototype platform needed to be built. As such
a functional prototype GPU X-Engine is a core deliverable of this dissertation.
The research questions lead to some high level system requirements for the prototype. These
requirements were derived after further discussions with stakeholders. These high level
requirements will be translated into formal system requirements in Section 4.1.
The research questions and the corresponding high level prototype system requirements are
listed below:
 Research Question 1: How does one design and build a GPU drop-in replacement
X-Engine system for MeerKAT? A number of telescopes have implemented GPU based
X-Engines. This dissertation needs to explore how to build a GPU based X-Engine that
processes MeerKAT specific data. The bulk of this dissertation will be dedicated to
determining the best approach to design this system. The different design approaches
and tools available to build this system are explored in Chapter 3 .The design of this
GPU X-Engine is discussed in Chapter 4 and the verification of this design is presented
in Chapter 5. MeerKAT X-Engines receive and process data at 27.2 Gbps. This data is
formatted according to the MeerKAT packet standard. A drop-in replacement would thus
need to conform to the following high level requirements:
– High Level Requirement 1: The GPU X-Engine prototype shall ingest MeerKAT
F-Engine data at 28 Gbps over a 40 GbE port. A SKARAB X-Engine has a single 40
GbE port that subscribes to 4 MeerKAT F-Engine multicast streams. Each multicast
stream consists of data from 64 F-Engines with a combined data rate of just under
7 Gbps per stream. The GPU X-Engine prototype will need to process 4 of these
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multicast streams per port.
– High Level Requirement 2: The GPU X-Engine prototype shall accept and
transmit data according to the format specified in the MeerKAT Functional Interface
Control Document (M1000-0001-020). MeerKAT Ethernet packets must conform
to a standard called SPEAD. This standard groups packets into a single logical
collection of data called a heap. The format of the X-Engine input and output
heaps is defined in the MeerKAT Functional Interface Control document (ICD) for
the Correlator-Beamformer Visibilities and Tied Array Data. A GPU X-Engine
conforming to this standard will be indistinguishable from a SKARAB X-Engine.
– High Level Requirement 3: The GPU X-Engine needs to correlate the data from
all 64 antennas in real time. The MeerKAT system is configured such that each
X-Engine always receives data at 7 Gbps per multicast stream. For correlation,
the amount of computation is not only a function of input data rate, it is also a
function of number of antennas and polarisation requirements. The output data rate
is also function of the accumulation time. Thus to fully describe the computational
requirements, the GPU X-Engine shall adhere according to the following:
* Correlate data from 64 antennas.
* Perform full stokes correlation.
* Support accumulation times between 0.5 and 2 seconds.
The above requirements will be explained in more depth in Section 3.1
 Research Question 2: How much rack space will this system require? The SKARABs
were designed in 2013. Since then, computing technology has continued to march inexorably
forward. More and more computing capacity is able to fit in the same physical space.
Chapter 6 explores the possibility of designing a more compact GPU X-Engine. The
physical constraints on the system lead to another requirement on the prototype:
– High Level Requirement 4: The GPU X-Engine implementation must use rack
space equal to or less than the SKARAB X-Engines for the same amount of compute.
The correlator has a specific maximum rack space allocated in the MeerKAT server
room. The SKARABs are 1U high and process 4 multicast streams each. The GPU
X-Engine must process at least 4 multicast streams per U but it is not required that
the X-Engine be 1U high. For example, a 4U high GPU X-Engine would need to
process 16 multicast streams.
 Research Question 3: How does the system cost, performance and power consumption
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differ between the current FPGA X-Engine and the GPU X-Engine replacement? There
are differences between FPGA and GPU systems. These differences need to be analysed to
determine if it makes financial and operational sense to use a GPU system over an FPGA
system in future correlators. This analysis is performed in Chapter 6.
Following these research questions and high level requirements, a hypothesis for this dissertation
was formulated:
Hypothesis:
It is possible to design a GPU based X-Engine that will perform to the same
specifications as the SKARAB X-Engine: for the same level of performance, this
GPU system will have a cheaper purchase price, require less rack space, and consume
more power than a SKARAB equivalent.
1.3. Dissertation Overview
This section provides a brief outline of the seven chapters of this research project.
Chapter 1 has introduced the topic. It has given a brief outline of the topic as well as presented
the hypothesis, research question and requirements. It has given a broad overview of the structure
of the project.
Chapter 2 will outline the dissertation methodology. This chapter will present the strategy
required to take this dissertation from a collection of broad requirements into a functioning
prototype that can be used to test the hypothesis.
Chapter 3 is the literature review. This review will establish the scientific and engineering context
of the dissertation, explore the technologies that can be used to build a GPU X-Engine and
examine how other telescopes have implemented similar systems. This chapter will determine
which technologies are to be used in the prototype.
Chapter 4 will provide a detailed design for the system. This includes providing more detailed
requirements and implementing the suitable technologies identified in the literature review
according to these requirements. The prototype will be verified in Chapter 5 to ensure that
it meets all high level requirements. All software that is designed will be stored on a publicly
accessible GitHub repository: https://github.com/gcallanan/GPU XEngine.
In Chapter 6 the prototype will be analysed to further the understanding of the system.
The dissertation will be concluded in Chapter 7. This conclusion will provide answers to all




Section 1.2 presented the research questions for this dissertation, as well as high level requirements
for a GPU X-Engine prototype. This section will describe the methodology used to take this
dissertation from research questions to a complete body of research with a functioning prototype
that can test the hypothesis completely.
The objective of this dissertation is to test the hypothesis and answer the research questions. In
its current form, the project consists of research questions and high-level requirements. This
gives the project a broad focus while having no well developed prototype capable of testing
the hypothesis. Over the course of this dissertation, the focus of the project will narrow, while
the depth of understanding will increase. This will take place in three main stages: Concept
Development, System Design and System Analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Stage 3:
System Analysis
Stage 2: System Design














Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the different stages of the research project.
By the end of the system analysis stage, the research questions must be answered and the
hypothesis must be tested.
SARAO follows the Systems Engineering approach to system design[6]. The concept development
and system design stages are core parts of the Systems Engineering system acquisition process.
The Systems Engineering approach to system design has informed Stage 1 and Stage 2 of this
methodology.[7]
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2.1. Stage 1: Concept Development
The concept development stage begins before the dissertation topic has even been formalised. It
involves taking the dissertation from a collection of thoughts and turning it into a well defined
topic. From this topic a robust set of requirements needs to be formulated which tightly directs
the design of the prototype platform. The generation of these requirements needs to be informed
by exploring the current state of the art of the relevant technology - this exploration is a core
part of the concept development.
Concept development takes place in three steps. These steps are illustrated in Figure 2.2
Concept Exploration RequirementsDevelopment Literature ReviewBegin Stage 2
Concept Development
Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the progression of the concept development stage.
The first step is called concept exploration. This involves formalising the project topic. It
requires meeting with all stakeholders to determine what different outcomes are expected from
this project. From these meetings, the hypothesis and research questions are formulated. The
results of this step are given in Section 1.2.
This dissertation requires a prototype platform. This platform needs to be built according
to specific requirements. The requirements are developed from the hypothesis and research
questions. Requirements development follows concept exploration. The high level requirements
are defined in Section 1.2.
The high level requirements provide direction to the dissertation and prototype. However
there exists a broad range of possible solutions that can meet these requirements. The third
step of this stage is the literature review. This review will examine different X-Engines and
supporting infrastructure to build up an understanding of the current state of the art of GPU
X-Engine technology. From this examination, informed decisions must be made as to which
hardware and software is suitable for the prototype platform. The literature review is presented
in Chapter 3.
The results of the literature review are then used to develop a more detailed set of requirements
which specify the hardware and software to be used in the prototype. These detailed requirements
are laid out in Section 4.1. The literature review and detailed requirements are developed
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iteratively; reviewing the literature leads to more requirements being developed and these
requirements guide which literature must be next reviewed. Chapter 3 and Section 4.1 are the
final results of this iterative process.
At the end of this stage, it should be very clear exactly what is required from the prototype and
what technologies are to be used to build it.
2.2. Stage 2: System Design
In stage 2, the GPU X-Engine prototype is designed and assembled according to the detailed
requirements. Figure 2.3 describes the logical flow of stage 2.
System Design







Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the progression of the system design stage.
The first step in this stage is a high level design that takes place in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.
This is where the high level architecture of the system is determined. This high level design
takes the constraints and tools specified in the requirements and determines how to link all
this together into a single cohesive system. Both hardware and software need to be considered
in the step of this stage. The high level design does not require any development time or
procurement, but small mistakes made in this stage can severely compromise the system further
on in development with time and cost implications. As such this high level design needs to be
undertaken thoroughly.
Once the high level architecture is determined, detailed designs for both hardware and software
are required. The following has to be considered when designing the system:
1. Hardware is expensive to purchase and time consuming to make changes to once assembled.
2. Software is more forgiving to develop and can be modified easily. It can easily be ported
from one hardware system to another.
3. It is difficult to determine where a bottleneck will occur that will prevent the system
meeting its requirements without doing some level of experimentation.
Due to the above three points, it was decided that an initial prototype hardware platform
should be assembled from available hardware before detailed hardware design would take place.
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This prototype platform will be used to develop the software to be run on the final platform.
Developing on this system allows for bottlenecks to be determined before expensive procurement
takes place. This will then be used to inform the final hardware design, de-risking a large portion
of the design.
Once the high level architecture and functional blocks are defined, the detailed software design
strategy will take place. Software design follows an iterative approach. A software algorithm
is coded and then tested. If it fails to perform as expected it is tweaked or rewritten. This
approach is suitable for software as changing functional blocks of code is a simple and cheap
process. The iterative software design method is a standard approach when following AGILE
software development methodologies[8]. This iterative design is documented in Section 4.4, 4.5,
4.6, and 4.7. All software will be stored in a publicly accessible GitHub repository1.
With the required system software running on the preliminary prototype platform, the
performance of the system can be evaluated. From these results, the final prototype that
will satisfy all the requirements can be designed. This design is presented in Section 4.8.
This stage will be complete when the final prototype has been assembled.
2.3. Stage 3: System Analysis
By stage three, the final prototype system should exist. This stage will focus on analysing
the system; ensuring that the prototype meets the requirements, the research questions are










Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the progression of the system analysis stage.
The first step of this stage involves verifying that the final prototype GPU X-Engine meets all
the high level requirements. This takes the form of acceptance tests. These tests are a series of
binary tests where the system is measured against each requirement and either passes or fails
1https://github.com/gcallanan/GPU XEngine
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the test. These tests are presented in Chapter 5. No attempts to quantify the performance
beyond the requirements will be made in this step.
Once the system is confirmed to be working, a serious analysis of the system will take place in
order to assist with the answering of the research questions. This analysis follows two separate
paths:
1. The performance of the system will be analysed. This analysis will determine bottlenecks,
shortcomings and advantages in the system. This analysis will be used in answering
Research Question 1 and Research Question 2 as these questions are open ended
and cannot be answered with binary acceptance tests. This performance analysis takes
place in Section 6.2. Once the performance has been analysed, future designs that can
improve the system throughput, and reduce costs will be suggested. These designs will be
discussed in Section 6.3
2. In order to answer Research Question 3, this GPU X-Engine system needs to be
compared to the SKARAB X-Engine. This step involves testing the SKARAB and GPU
systems under the same conditions and verifying that the output of these two systems is
the same. Further comparisons will be performed in order to quantify the costs of the two
systems. This comparison is done in Section 6.1
By this point in the project, all research questions should be answered. This will mean that
sufficient information should be available to accept or reject the hypothesis. This is presented in
the conclusions in Chapter 7.
Finally, the insights gained throughout this project will be used to predict where correlator
technology is heading in the future and suggestions for future research will be made. This is all
detailed in Section 7.2.
2.4. Methodology Conclusion
This chapter has explained the methodology of every stage in the life-cycle of this project.
The process to take these research questions and turn them into detailed system requirements
after a thorough examination of the literature has been explained (Section 2.1).
The method followed to design the system and verify this design have also been put forward
(Section 2.2).
Finally, the reader has also been presented with the steps taken to analyse the prototype to
answer the research questions (Section 2.3). From these answers, the hypothesis can be accepted
and rejected, and recommendations for future research can be made.
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3. Literature Review and Theory
Development
This chapter will explore the available literature and theory relevant to this project. As discussed
in Section 2.1, this chapter must not only present the relevant information, it must also evaluate
the existing research in order to determine the detailed requirements for the prototype. As such
this chapter has the following objectives:
1. Establish the engineering and scientific context for this project.
2. Present the most prominent and relevant literature available on GPU X-Engines.
3. Compare and contrast the different solutions found in the literature.
4. Evaluate which solutions are most suitable for this thesis.






























Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the logical flow of the Literature Review.
Section 3.1 will outline both the scientific context and technical theory relevant to radio telescope
arrays. It will explain both where and how the X-Engine fits into the greater array system. This
section will specifically focus on the MeerKAT radio telescope.
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Section 3.2 will explore the change in correlator hardware trends that has led to the topic
of this thesis. It will also discuss SARAO’s reasons for moving away from FPGA technology.
Furthermore, it will briefly survey some of the existing GPU X-Engines that are being used in
the field.
Section 3.3 will examine the different tools that exist for building GPU correlators. This section
will draw on the information presented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 to evaluate which of these
tools are best suited for a MeerKAT specific GPU X-Engine implementation.
Finally Section 3.4 will collect and summarise all the research that has been presented in this
review.
The radio astronomy instrumentation community is relatively small. Each telescope generally
has a few engineers working on the digital back-end. Often funding and scheduling constraints
limit the amount of time these engineers can dedicate to writing papers. The most up to
date information is often best acquired by contacting the telescope engineers directly. These
conversations will be mentioned where relevant.
3.1. Radio Telescope Interferometry
Radio astronomy is the study of celestial objects at radio frequencies. In order to observe the
radio spectrum, astronomers require instruments known as radio telescopes.
South Africa has one of these telescopes located in the Karoo desert. This was originally a 7
dish telescope array called KAT7 (Karoo Array Telescope)[9], but this has been superseded by
a 64 dish telescope called MeerKAT (Meer meaning ‘more’ in Afrikaans)[1]. The MeerKAT
antennas are shown in Figure 3.2 below. The design, construction and operation of MeerKAT is
managed by the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO). At the time of writing,
MeerKAT is one of the most sensitive L-band radio telescope in the world[10]. In the future,
MeerKAT will form the centre of the multi-national next generation radio telescope known as
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)[11].
This section will provide the reader with a summary of the science being performed by MeerKAT
(Section 3.1.1). Once this scientific context has been established, Section 3.1.2 will present
a technical overview of the digital back-end of radio telescopes. This will explain where the
correlator fits in the MeerKAT system. Section 3.1.3 will discuss in detail the technical aspects
of the MeerKAT correlator system with Section 3.1.4 providing MeerKAT specific X-Engine
details.
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of the MeerKAT antennas in the field.1
3.1.1. Scientific Context
MeerKAT has two Priority Group 1 Science projects. These projects occupy the majority of the
telescopes time. The one project is known as LADUMA and the other is MeerKAT’s contribution
to the International Pulsar Timing array project.[12]
MeerKAT is also gathering data for a number of Priority Group 2 Science projects. These
projects receive far less telescope time than the Group 1 projects.[12]
Astronomical Surveys and LADUMA
An astronomical survey is an image of the sky that does not have a specific object of interest.
The lack of a specific target allows statistical analysis to be performed on the many celestial
objects surveyed. Figure 3.3 is a visible light image of the Hubble Ultra-Deep Field Survey.
This image was produced by the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) mounted on the Hubble
telescope. This camera was able to look at the visible light spectrum.[13]
Figure 3.3: IMage from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field survey.2
1Image source: https://www.sarao.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/2018-MeerKAT-3-1030x509.jpg
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The MeerKAT telescope is performing its own survey called ‘Looking at the distant universe
with the MeerKAT Array’(LADUMA). LADUMA aims to detect neutral atomic hydrogen with
the goal of improving human understanding of galaxy formation and assembly. Unlike the
Hubble Ultra Deep Field, this observation takes place in the L-band part of the radio spectrum.
[14]
In order to perform these surveys, MeerKAT needs to produce images similar to Figure 3.3. The
process of turning raw telescope data into images is shown in Section 3.1.2.
Pulsars and the International Pulsar Timing array project
A pulsar is generally accepted to be a rapidly rotating neutron star that emits narrow beams
of electromagnetic radiation from its polls. These beams rotate with the rotation of the star
and due to this, a pulsar appears to be flickering when observed from a telescope. Pulsars can
undergo a full rotation in the order of milliseconds - pulsars exhibiting this behaviour are known
as millisecond pulsars. [15]
The International Pulsar Timing array project is a project that observes pulsars in the Northern
and Southern hemispheres with the goal of detecting ultra-low frequency gravitational waves.
This is done using a technique called pulsar timing where the expected frequency of a pulsar
pulse is compared to its actual frequency. The deviations in expected and actual frequencies
indicate that un-modelled effects are present. This can then be used to infer the presence of a
gravitational wave. MeerKAT will contribute to this international project.[16]
MeerKAT Priority Group Two Science Projects
MeerKAT is scheduled to undertake eight Priority Group 2 science projects. These include:
1. MESMER - A project to search for carbon dioxide to investigate the roll of molecular
hydrogen in the early universe.[17]
2. MHONGOOSE - An investigation into different types of galaxies and the roll of dark
matter in their formation. [18]
3. ThunderKAT - A search for high power radio transients in order to better understand and
describe physics that operates at energy levels that cannot be observed elsewhere. [19]
The rest of the projects are described in documentation available on the Square Kilometre Array
South Africa (SKA SA) public website.[12]




Most modern radio telescopes are no longer built as single large dishes, they are built as arrays
of smaller dishes. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this is known as interferometry with an array of
dishes being called an interferometer. MeerKAT is a 64 dish interferometer.
Arrays are used to increase the resolution of telescopes. For a single dish telescope, the resolution
is given by λD where D represents the antennas diameter and λ represents the wavelength of the
received signal. An interferometer has a resolution of λB where B represents the longest distance
between antennas in the array. Smaller dishes are less sensitive than larger dishes, but it is more
practical to construct an interferometer than a single dish when it comes to improving resolution
of radio telescopes as separate antennas are cheaper and easier to manufacture.[20]
The process to take the separate antenna signals and produce a single image is well established in
radio astronomy. This sub-section outlines the entire signal chain required to form images.
Signal Flow













Figure 3.4: Diagram showing the signal flow through an interferometer from antennas to the
final output image.
Analogue data from the antennas is converted to digital data at the digitisers. The MeerKAT
digitisers are mounted directly on the antennas. Each MeerKAT antenna produces separate
vertically and horizontally polarised streams. These streams are processed independently as if
each were a separate antenna. These seperate polarisations means that MeerKAT should be
looked at as if N = 128 where N is number of antennas.
This data is then fed into the correlator which correlates the signal from each antenna with
every other antenna. The data produced from each antenna pair is known as a baseline. The
correlator also performs a Fourier transform on each antenna signal. The correlator consists of
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X-Engines and F-Engines. The F-Engines perform the Fourier transform and the X-Engines
perform correlation. The correlator will be described in much more detail in Section 3.1.3.
[20]
The baselines are then fed into the Imaging block which converts them into an image of the sky.
Figure 3.5 shows an extract from the MeerKAT First Light image that was produced using this
process[21]. Figure 3.5 shows 1% of the entire first light image. The object of focus is a massive
black hole in the distant universe.
Figure 3.5: Extract from the MeerKAT First Light image showing a massive black hole in the
distant universe.[21]
Image Formation
The function of the imaging block in Figure 3.4 will be discussed here as it provides valuable
insight as to the purpose of the correlator baselines.
The baselines are used to populate the uv plane. The uv plane is, in one sense, a 2D Fourier
transform of the sky. By performing an IFFT on the uv plane, the image of the sky can be
generated.
The baselines need to be mapped to the uv plane. A baseline consists of amplitude and phase
values for many frequency channels. A uv plane for each frequency channel will be produced.
As such, the process below will need to be applied to each frequency channel individually.
Figure 3.6 shows the steps taken to generate the values on the uv plane. Figure 3.6a shows a
hypothetical array. A baseline vector is defined as a vector representing the physical distance
between two antennas. In Figure 3.6b, these vectors are plotted. There is a vector for each
2Image source: https://www.sarao.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/2016 meerkat fli 04-300x300.png
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direction between two antennas. These vectors are then placed on the origin of the uv plane in
Figure 3.6c. The points these vectors end on, are the points in the uv plane that the baseline
value represents (Figure 3.6d). For this 3 element array, six points in the uv plane are known.
This collection of known points is called the sampled uv plane. This is not the complete uv


















(c) Vectors to plane
u 
(d) Sampled uv plane
Figure 3.6: Diagrams of the steps taken to generate a uv plane from the correlator baselines.
The sampled uv plane is relatively sparse. In order to find more points on the plane, long
observations are performed where the rotation of the earth is leveraged in order to generate
different baseline vectors. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.7 which shows the sampled uv plane
for the Very Large Array (VLA) over time. Figure 3.7a shows the location of the 27 antennas in the
VLA. Figure 3.7b shows the instantaneous point spreader function. Figure 3.7c and Figure 3.7d
show how the uv coverage expands while observing for 1 and 12 hours respectively.[22]
(a) Antenna positions (b) Snapshot uv coverage (c) 1 Hour uv Coverage (d) 12 Hour uv Coverage
Figure 3.7: Plots showing how the earths rotation can be exploited to fill the uv plane.3
This sampled uv plane in Figure 3.7 then undergoes an inverse 2D Fourier transform to produce
an image of the sky. Because the sampled uv plane is not complete, a distorted image is produced
3Image source: http://www.hartrao.ac.za/synthesis school/Miod Array Design.pdf
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called a dirty image. A dirty imaged produced by the VLA is shown in Figure 3.8a. This dirty
image can be thought of as the sky convolved with the point spreader function (PSF) of the
array. The dirty image undergoes post-processing using the CLEAN algorithm which is an
iterative process that attempts to estimate the values of the missing points in the uv plane.
This ‘CLEANed’ image is shown in Figure 3.8b. The CLEAN algorithm is processing intensive
and is not applied in real time on MeerKAT. The CLEAN algorithm will not be discussed
here.[23]
(a) Dirty image (b) Clean image
Figure 3.8: Images showing the raw dirty image of the sky and the clean image of the sky after
the CLEAN algorithm is applied.4
The above process applies to a single frequency channel. However, a baseline is a vector of
many frequency channels. This means that instead of a single uv plane, a vector of uv planes is
produced with each uv plane belonging to a different frequency channel. Due to the expansion of
the universe, the further away a source of light is, the more it is red-shifted and thus will show up
in a different bin relative to a source of light with a similar frequency that is closer. This means
that for some observations, the frequency bins give a sense of depth to the area of sky under
observation. This is a very simple explanation but it is useful for conceptual purposes.
The MeerKAT uv coverage plot is shown in Figure 3.9. This plot was produced internally at
SARAO.[24]
4Image source: https://github.com/ska-sa/tutorials/blob/77fc2b80f3dc7432b97b847c026723d0cfd64a36/3 Inter
ferometry Workshop/5 Imaging/imaging.pdf
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(a) Instantaneous (b) 2 hour observation (c) 8 hour observation
Figure 3.9: Plots showing the filling in of the MeerKAT uv plane after different observation
lengths.[24]
This section on imaging provides a few valuable insights into radio telescope array design:
1. The bandwidth of the telescope affects the depth of sky that can be observed due to
red-shifting affects.
2. Baseline length affects resolution - longer baselines extend further out into the uv plane.
This leads to an improved resolution after an inverse 2D Fourier transform is performed.
3. Antenna placement affects the shape and coverage of the sampled uv plane.
The above is a very brief overview of imaging. A simple summary of imaging can be found in
[22] and [23]. A detailed look at the interferometry signal chain is explained in [20].
3.1.3. Correlator Theory
Section 3.1.2 explained where the correlator fits into the greater interferometer system. This
section will unpack the theory behind correlators.
The definitive guide for correlator theory is found in the Interferometry and Synthesis in Radio
Astronomy textbook by Thompson, Moran and Swenson[20]. However, more implementation
specific information can be found by studying correlator designs such as [25][26] and [27].
A correlator correlates signals between antennas. It also performs a Fourier transform on the
correlated signals. This can be described mathematically in Equation (3.1). In this equation,
ax(t) represents a digitised antenna signal and Ax(ω) is its Fourier transform. This is a complex
signal, as such Ax(ω) represents the complex conjugate of this signal. In the MeerKAT case,
x, y ∈ [0, 63] ∩ Z
F [ax(t)⊗ ay(t)] = Ax(ω)Ay(ω) (3.1)
The input into the correlator is the digital antenna signals while the output is the Fourier
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transformed correlation function for each antenna pair. The output is known as a baseline.
The complexity of correlator systems is introduced due to the massive data rates from each
antenna. For MeerKAT, each antenna outputs data at 35 Gbps (17.5 Gbps per polarisation).
With 64 antennas, this means that 2.24 Tb needs to be processed by the MeerKAT correlator
each second. This requires well designed networks and computing systems that make efficient
use of all resources.
As a baseline is required for each antenna pair, a correlator will produce N(N+1)2 baselines where
N is the number of antennas. This puts the correlation portion of an interferometer directly into
the N2 scaling regime. With antenna numbers expected to increase in future radio telescopes,
the design of the correlator will become a greater challenge. This N2 scaling results in a massive
increase in data rates, however the correlator also accumulates data over a period of time. This
accumulation serves to reduce data rates. Furthermore, by accumulating data, correlated signals
beneath the noise floor rise to detectable levels.
Correlator Mathematical Description
Equation (3.1) mathematically described a correlator in its simplest form. This section will
expand upon this equation in order to provide a more complete description of the function
performed by the MeerKAT correlator.
Equation (3.1) is rewritten below in Equation (3.2) to show the formula for a single
un-accumulated baseline. B̂x,y(ω) is equal to B̂y,x(ω). x represents the antenna index.
B̂x,y(ω) = Ax(ω)Ay(ω) (3.2)
The Fourier transform takes place over a certain window in time. In order to express these
windows mathematically, Ax(ω) can be re-written as Ax(ω, n) where n represents the index of
the window to be used.
Equation (3.3) shows the value of a baseline after accumulation. This takes place in the





Ax(ω, n)Ay(ω, n) (3.3)
One final addition is that the antennas have horizontally(h) and vertically(v) polarised signals.
Both polarisations of antenna x need to be correlated with both polarisations of antenna y. This
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means that for two antennas, there are 4 correlation products. To account for these, Bx,y(ω) can
be written as Bx,y,pp(ω) where pp represents the polarisation product. An(ω, n) will be written
as An,p(ω, n) where p represents the polarisation. The set of equations completely describing

















Ax,v(ω, n)Ay,v(ω, n) (3.7)
These equations provide a mathematical description of the MeerKAT correlator. The physical
realisation of the correlator will be described in the subsequent sections.
FX and XF Correlators
Equation (3.1) gives insight into the two distinctive types of correlators that are commonly
implemented. The first type is known as an XF correlator and is shown in Figure 3.10a. The XF
correlator, takes in two antenna signals, performs conventional correlation and then performs a
Fourier transform on the correlated signal. The second type of correlator is known as an FX
correlator as shown in Figure 3.10b. The FX correlator takes advantage of one of the properties
of Fourier transforms: frequency domain convolution is a multiplication instead of an integral. In
an FX correlator, the antenna signals are first Fourier transformed and then multiplied together
to produce the baselines. Most modern architectures conform to the FX correlator style as the






















Figure 3.10: Diagrams showing the different signal paths taken when using an XF versus FX
correlator.
FX Correlator Architecture
The MeerKAT correlator has an FX architecture, as such only this architecture will be examined



























Figure 3.11: Diagram showing the arrangement of F-Engines and X-Engines in a modern FX
correlator architecture.
Each antenna sends a signal to an F-Engine. The F-Engine performs the Fourier transform on
the antenna signals.
Once the F-Engine has processed the antenna data, it then transmits it to the X-Engines over
some form of interconnect. The F-Engines transmit the entire frequency band for a single
antenna. Each X-Engine requires a unique portion of the frequency band from every F-Engine.
This requires the data to go through a matrix transpose operation known as a corner turner.
The corner turning operation takes place in two stages. The F-Engine transposes the spectrum
data so that data bound for each X-Engine is grouped together contiguously. The interconnect
then transmits the data and ensures that each X-Engine receives the correct potion of the band
from each F-Engine. Figure 3.12a shows the data that is produced from each F-Engine before
the transpose is applied and Figure 3.12b shows the data as it needs to be sent to each X-Engine.
The corner turn is a computationally intensive operation. The interconnect is used to perform
















































































(b) X-Engine data in
Figure 3.12: Figures showing how the corner turn operation logically organises data from the
F-Engines to the X-Engines.
Once the X-Engine receives the data, it multiplies the baseline vectors of the different antennas
together to perform correlation. In order to prevent the output data rate from expanding to
unmanageable sizes, the X-Engine also accumulates data which vastly reduces this rate from
the order of gigabytes per second to megabytes per second. The X-Engine then transmits data
along the signal chain to the imaging part of the telescope.
Depending on the telescope implementation, each X- and F-Engine can be a separate process on
a single server (for very small correlators) or a separate hardware platform (in the case of large
correlators). [29]
For MeerKAT, the F-Engines and X-Engines are implemented on a custom reconfigurable FPGA
board called SKARAB (shown in Figure 3.13)[30][31]. A single SKARAB board hosts two logical
F-Engines, one for each polarisation of the same antenna. Four logical X-Engines are hosted
on a single SKARAB board. There are four logical X engines for each F Engine. This means
that 64 SKARAB boards are used as F-Engines and another 64 SKARAB boards are used as
X-Engines. The interconnect is a 40 GbE folded Clos network. Each X-Engine produces the
baselines for every antenna pair but only for a portion of the frequency channels. If required,
the baselines are reassembled into a single spectrum further along in the signal chain[32].
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Figure 3.13: SKARAB FPGA platform with Virtex 7 FPGA5
F-Engine
The block diagram for the F-Engine is shown in Figure 3.14. The input is a digital signal from
a single antenna. This signal is buffered to accumulate enough data for a Fourier transform
window. It is then fed into a filter bank that performs windowing to reduce spectral leakage that
occurs during a Fourier transform. The filtered signal is then Fourier transformed using an FFT.
This filter bank and FFT is often combined into a single more resource efficient block called
a Polyphase Filter Bank (PFB). The output from the PFB is then passed into the packetiser
and corner turner block which buffers frequency domain data and splits it into collections of
channels to be sent to multiple different X-Engines









Figure 3.14: Block diagram for the MeerKAT F-Engine.[32]
F-Engines for high bandwidth radio astronomy interferometers are generally implemented on
FPGA platforms, as it was traditionally too challenging to perform this high speed Fourier
processing in real time on a GPU[29].
The MeerKAT F-Engine (implemented on a SKARAB platform) performs either 1 024, 4 096 or
32 768 bin FFTs. This is known as 1k, 4k and 32k mode respectively. The PFB size is 8 taps
per frequency channel for the 1k and 4k modes and 4 taps for the 32k mode.




Section 3.1.3 explored the technical workings of FX correlators and their place in the greater
telescope signal chain. This sub-section will perform an in-depth examination of the functioning
X-Engines with a specific focus on the MeerKAT X-Engine.
The main reference material for Section 3.1.4 is based on the KAT7 and MeerKAT designs
presented by Dr Jason Ryan Manley in his PHD thesis[25], an internal SARAO document on
the Correlator design[32] and conversations with SARAO engineers directly involved with the
design of the correlator.
General Operation
An X-Engine receives and processes data from the F-Engines. The block diagram for an X-Engine















Figure 3.15: Block diagram for the MeerKAT X-Engine.[32]
The input data is received from multiple F-Engines. Each X-Engine receives a portion of the
FFT bins from each F-Engine. For example, if an F-Engine performs a 4 096 point FFT and
there are 256 X-Engines in the system, then the first X-Engine will receive frequency bins 0 to
15 from all antennas, the second X-Engine will receive frequency bins 16 to 31 from all antennas,
etc.
Packets are buffered until the data from all antennas corresponding to the same point in time is
received. Depending on the correlator interconnect that is used, the data may be received out
of order and thus it needs to be reordered. If the X-Engine does not receive a packet, then a
strategy needs to be decided upon on how to proceed. The simplest strategy would be to zero
the data for that specific antenna, but this can lead to unwanted statistical properties occurring
in the data. Another method would be to re-use the last known good data for that specific
antenna.
The data is then fed into the multiply and accumulate block. This is the most computationally
intense portion of the X-Engine. Every sample received from each F-Engine is multiplied with
each sample received from all the other F-Engine on a per channel basis. Figure 3.16 illustrates
the interaction of the signals from different antennas. As discussed before, for N inputs, there
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are N(N+1)2 correlation pairs. This is an O(N
2) expansion. The multiplied data is accumulated
over many thousands of samples to reduce the data rates. Each accumulated correlation pair is





























Figure 3.16: Diagram showing the implementation of the X-Engine multiply and accumulate
operation.
The main challenge with X-Engine design is in how to process the massive amounts of data
required by the N2 scaling.
MeerKAT Specific Operation
The MeerKAT F-Engines transmit their data on the network interconnect. Each frequency group
is transmitted on the same Ethernet multicast address by all the F-Engines. This multicast
group will be referred to as a stream. Each stream transmits at 6.8 Gbps.
The SKARAB X-Engine block diagram is shown in Figure 3.17. A SKARAB X-Engine contains
4 logical X-Engine cores and a single 40 GbE receiver. The SKARAB platform will subscribe to
4 streams (1 for each X-Engine core), receiving a combined 27.2 Gbps over its 40 GbE port. The
SKARAB firmware then directs the data from these 4 streams to the correct logical X-Engine.





















Figure 3.17: Diagram showing the mapping of four logical X-Engines to a single SKARAB host
The X-Engines accumulate data between 0.5s and 2s. The amount of time spent accumulating
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reduces the output data rate from 27.2 Gbps to a few tens of Mbps to be transmitted back into
the network on a new multicast address.
With N = 64, there are 2080 different correlation pairs in the single polarisation case. Due to
the antennas being vertically and horizontally polarised there are 4 baselines per correlation
pair. This makes for a total of 8 320 baselines.
Inputs and Output Data Format
Data is exchanged over the MeerKAT network by following the Streaming Protocol for the
Exchange of Astronomy Data commonly referred to as SPEAD. This is a one way best effort
streaming protocol. It is built on top of the UDP protocol. SPEAD groups logically similar sets
of data together into a structure called a heap. A heap can be much larger than an ethernet
packet, and as such a heap is constructed out of multiple ethernet packets. A SPEAD receiver
is responsible for receiving packets from the network and reassembling them into heaps. The
receiver is also responsible for handling heaps with missing packets[33]. The MeerKAT software
team has already developed software that can receive SPEAD data over 40 GbE which will be
discussed in Section 3.3.1.
The data format for the heaps is defined in the MeerKAT CBF ICD[34]. The format of the
X-Engine input heaps is shown in Figure 3.18. The output heap format is shown in Figure 3.19.
For the 4k correlation mode in the tables below, n chans = 4096, n xengs = 256 (4 logical
X-Engines on 64 boards), xeng acc len = 256 and n bls = 8320. From this point on in the
dissertation, only the 4k mode will be considered as only one mode is required to prove the
concept. The X-Engine input data will be described more fully in the paragraph below. For
brevity, the X-Engine output data format will not be discussed further.
Figure 3.18: F-Engine output data format extracted from the MeerKAT CBF ICD.[34]
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Figure 3.19: X-Engine output data format extracted from the MeerKAT CBF ICD.[34]
Each X-Engine input sample is 32 bits wide. This 32-bit sample contains two complex numbers,
one for each polarisation in a particular frequency bin. Each complex sample is 16 bits
wide, containing an 8-bit real and an 8-bit imaginary number. According to the equation in
Figure 3.18 and the information in the above paragraph, each 4k mode heaps contains 16384
(i.e. 4096256 × 256× 2× 2) bytes of data. This is equivalent to 16 KiB. The data packing is shown
in Figure 3.20 below. Each heap contains 256 time samples for a single frequency channel and
16 frequency channels. The data is grouped first by time then by frequency channel. Each 256
grouping of samples from a single frequency channel is 1 KiB wide. Each heap contains multiple




Polarisation Sample 256 sequential time samples
of channel 0
 Channel 0  Channel 1  Channel M
Figure 3.20: Diagram showing the data format of the F-Engine output heaps.
Every second, each F-Engine produces 1 632 heaps per logical X-Engine when in 4k mode. Each
X-Engine will receive packets from every F-Engine. A single logical X-Engine will receive 104 492
heaps per second. This is a single stream. With 4 streams, every X-Engine server needs to
receive 417 968 heaps per second. Each channel in the heap is transmitted as a 1 KiB packet.
16 packets are transmitted per heap which equates to 6 687 500 packets received per second per
stream. Four streams of 6 687 500 packets per second where each packet is 1 KiB in size equals
the measured input data rate of 28 Gbps per SKARAB X-Engine.
In 32k mode, the heap size increase by a factor of 8, but the number of heaps per F-Engine per
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second decreases by a factor of 8. Furthermore, the packet size remains the same. This means
that the number of packets each X-Engine receives remains the same in 1k, 4k and 32k modes.
As such the ingest rate remains constant across modes.
3.1.5. Summary
Section 3.1 has contextualised the X-Engine. It has described the science behind radio astronomy
and the signal chain required to do this science. The function of the correlator in the signal
chain and of the X-Engine in the correlator has been explained.
From Section 3.1.4 an in-depth explanation of the SKARAB X-Engine has been provided
including the expected input and output data formats as well as the computation that will be
performed. This information will be used to inform the requirements for the GPU replacement
system.
3.2. Correlator Hardware Progression and Performance
This section will examine the changes in trends in correlator hardware over time. Furthermore,
Section 3.2.3 will give an overview of the most relevant GPU correlators operating at the time
of writing.
3.2.1. Early of Correlator Hardware
Some of the earliest interferometers made use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
to perform correlation. One such instrument is the Very Large Array. The VLA is a 27 dish
array that was completed in 1980 in New Mexico, USA[35][36]. It was perhaps the most well
known interferometer of its time.
3.2.2. FPGA Technology
ASICs are expensive, inflexible, and have long development and production times. These
disadvantages led to the radio astronomy community switching to Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) Technology.
The switch from ASICs to FPGAs in the ALMA correlator design is a prime example of this
trend. ALMA is a 66 antenna array in Chile. ALMA produced its first science in 2011 using
an FPGA correlator, but initial designs produced in 1997 showed the original plan was to use
ASICs for correlation[37][38].
FPGAs solutions are generally cheaper, more flexible and quicker to design than ASICs. The




An FPGA is an integrated circuit designed to be configurable at a gate level after manufacture.
To do this, an FPGA consists of many Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) connected together
by an interconnect. The configuration of these logic blocks and the manner with which they
are connected to each other can be changed by the designer and this configuration is what
determines the function performed by the FPGA. Figure 3.21 shows a simplified FPGA layout,
the red lines in this figure are part of the interconnect and the blue blocks are the CLBs.
For an examination of CLB architecture for the latest Xilinx (a major FPGA manufacturer)
devices refer to [39]. For a white-paper examining the progression in technology leading to next
generation FPGAs refer to [40].
Figure 3.21: Diagram showing a simplified FPGA layout including CLBs and Interconnects.6
The configuration that is loaded onto an FPGA is typically called an image. The automatic
process of building an image can take anywhere between half an hour to half a day for bigger
designs. This depends on the compute resources used, design complexity and clock speeds that
are set.
Unlike ASICs, FPGAs are flexible, with an image development cycle that spans days or
weeks instead of years. They occupy a middle ground between ASIC and traditional software
design.
FPGAs in Radio Astronomy
In radio astronomy, the CASPER collaboration was formed to develop hardware and open source
firmware specifically to ease the development of X- and F-Engines. CASPER supports a number
of hardware platforms including ROACH, ROACH2, SKARAB, and SNAP. CASPER supported
FPGA hardware has been adopted by over 45 radio astronomy instruments world wide including
6Image Source: https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white papers/wp434-ultrascale-smarter-
systems.pdf
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industry leading telescopes such as MeerKAT, FAST and the Greenbank telescope[41]. CASPER
provides a graphical interface via MATLAB Simulink for FPGA firmware development. All
SKARAB firmware for the MeerKAT X- and F-Engines has been developed using CASPER
tools.
Traditionally, FPGAs have required specialist tools to program, however the ease of use of the
CASPER tools and pre-designed hardware has made FPGAs very accessible.
The CASPER collaboration is not the only user of FPGA hardware in radio astronomy. One
such example is the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP). ASKAP has
custom firmware on custom designed Redback-3 FPGA boards[42][43].
FPGAs are fairly ubiquitous in modern radio telescopes as they are able to handle the high data
rates required by these instruments. Furthermore they generally interface quite easily with the
ADCs required to digitise radio signals.
3.2.3. GPU Technology
While FPGAs have been firmly entrenched as the technology of choice in Radio Astronomy
instrumentation, GPU technology has improved dramatically over the last decade. This
technology has now reached a stage where it is starting to become a viable alternative to
FPGAs in certain high throughput streaming applications.
Basic GPU Architecture
The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has in recent years become a preferred alternative to the
CPU for high performance computing applications. Modern GPUs are able to perform an order
of magnitude more operations than current CPUs. Nvidia’s V100 server GPUs can process up
to 14 TeraFLOPS.[44][45]
Figure 3.22 shows a diagram of a Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX GPU (The high level architectures
across Nvidia GPU platforms are relatively similar). This GPU consists of a collection of
streaming processors (SP) within multiprocessor blocks. Each SP can be seen as a single thread.
Modern GPUs have many thousands of these SPs with the Nvidia P100 GPU having 3 584
SPs.[46]
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Figure 3.22: Diagram showing the system structure of the NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU.7
Refer to [47] for an in-depth exploration of GPU architectures, performance and applications.
Refer to [48] for a look at the evolution of GPU architectures.
GPUs in Radio Astronomy
There are a number of telescopes with FX architectures similar to MeerKAT that use GPU
X-Engines.
The earliest of these include the MWA and LEDA arrays in Western Australia and New Mexico,
USA respectively[26][49]. These telescopes are pictured in Figure 3.23a and Figure 3.23b.
More recently, the CHIME radio telescope in British Columbia, Canada was completed. This
telescope is pictured in Figure 3.23c. At the time of writing, CHIME boasts the largest correlator
in the world.[50]
At the same site as MeerKAT, the HERA telescope is under under construction. This telescope




(a) MWA (b) LEDA
(c) CHIME
Figure 3.23: Images of telescopes that have GPU X-Engines.8
Table 3.1 shows the key parameters between the 4 telescopes mentioned above. All these telescope
have dual polarisation feeds increasing the number of baselines by a factor of 4. This has been
factored into the calculations in the table. All four of these telescopes follow the approach of
building many cheap antennas in contrast to MeerKAT which has fewer but more expensive and
sensitive dishes. Due to the N2 scaling of correlation, arrays with higher numbers of antennas
are more likely to be in the compute bound problem domain if all other variables were controlled.
GPUs seem to be more suitable in this problem domain as they have a high theoretical maximum










MWA Phase 1 2013 128 30.6 33024 3072
LEDA 2013 256 57.5 131584 2398




350 100.0 245700 1024
Table 3.1: Table of key performance parameters for different telescopes that have GPU
correlators.
8 MWA Image Source: http://www.mwatelescope.org/images/RotatorImages/Site/IMG 0881 small.jpg
LEDA Image Source: http://www.tauceti.caltech.edu/leda/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/lwa1.jpg
CHIME Image Source: https://chime-experiment.ca/images/gallery/Full-chime-2 nearlycomplete.jpg
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Feasibility studies have been performed for the next generation SKA-Low telescope. This
telescope is expected to consist of about 1 000 stations and over 250 000 frequency channels.
It has been concluded that GPUs are a suitable platform for the X-Engines in the SKA-Low
telescope.[51]
3.2.4. GPUs and FPGAs
Much research has gone into comparing FPGAs and GPUs[52][53]. The opinions on the issue
can often be contentious. In general it is better to evaluate which platform most suitable an
application by application basis. There are however a few generally accepted differences:
 Development Time - FPGA images take many hours to build whereas GPU programs take
a few seconds or minutes to compile.
 Power - FPGAs generally consume less power than GPUs when performing similar functions.
 Cost - GPUs typically have a much lower initial cost than FPGAs. However, the running
costs of FPGAs are lower due to their lower energy requirements.
 Throughput - FPGAs generally have much higher IO bandwidth than GPUs.
 Latency - GPUs have unpredictable latencies. FPGAs precisely control how many clock
cycles an operation takes. Thus FPGAs are better suited for low latency environments.
At SARAO, the main disadvantage that has been experienced with the CASPER tools and
FPGA development in general is the time taken to develop a well tested, bug free FPGA image.
The MeerKAT FPGA designs take many hours to build (up to six hours on some of the bigger
designs). The time between discovering and fixing a bug can often take many days. Another
specific disadvantage with the CASPER tools is the lack of a testing framework.
SARAO hopes that moving development to GPUs would alleviate both of these problems. This
move could also potentially decrease hardware purchasing costs with the drawback of increasing
power consumption.
3.2.5. Summary
Section 3.2 has provided a summary of the hardware used in correlators. Section 3.2.1 described
the early days of correlator hardware where ASICs were prominent, Section 3.2.2 described
FPGA hardware and its place in the radio astronomy community and Section 3.2.3 described
how GPUs have begun to rise in prominence.
Section 3.2.3 also described the different instruments that use GPU correlators, examining how
they are firmly entrenched in the compute bound problem domain compared to MeerKAT which
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has a lower compute to IO ratio.
Section 3.2.4 provided a general comparison between FPGAs and GPUs. It also listed the
specific problems SARAO has encountered when it comes to developing systems on FPGAs.
These problems include the time taken to fix a bug and the lack of a testing framework.
3.3. GPU X-Engines: Tools and Technologies
This section will investigate the tools and software libraries that are available to be integrated
into the GPU X-Engine.
A GPU system is not a GPU operating independently. It is an entire server consisting of, in
addition to the GPU, a Network Interface Card (NIC) to receive data from the network and a
host CPU with a motherboard and RAM to manage the transfer of data from the NIC to the
GPU. Figure 3.24 presents a simplified diagram of a GPU server.
Controlling CPU
NIC




Figure 3.24: Simplified system diagram of a GPU server showing all relevant hardware
components and data buses.
From Figure 3.24, it becomes clear that the tools needed to operate this server must accomplish
three main functions. The first function is to offload data from the NIC into system memory,
which will be discussed Section 3.3.1. Secondly a GPU kernel is needed which will handle the
processing of the data on the GPU. These kernels will be examined in Section 3.3.2. The third
function, analysed in Section 3.3.3, is a pipeline framework that manages the transfer of data
between these separate devices. This framework will link all these tools together.
3.3.1. Ingest Technology
The X-Engine is required to connect to a 40 GbE network. The MeerKAT 40 GbE network has
Mellanox switches as the backbone. All the MeerKAT servers have Mellanox ConnectX-5 40
GbE network cards installed[54].
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Issues with the Linux Network Stack
When moving into the high speed networking realm (from 10 Gbps upwards), the traditional
Linux networking stack fails to keep up with the network data rate. Traditionally, to process a
packet from a network card, the Linux kernel copies the data into kernel space. It then needs to
copy the data from kernel space to user space. This is signalled via an interrupt. The interrupt
forces a context switch from user space to kernel space. The kernel manages the transfer of data
from kernel memory to main memory. Once in user space the data is available to the user.
This redundant copy between user and kernel space and context switch mean that a large potion
of the time the CPU spends performing a receive operation is actually spent context switching
and performing the redundant memory transfer.
The DPDK library
The solutions to this require bypassing the kernel completely. One of the main libraries to do
this is Intels Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK). The DPDK solution involves moving the
driver to user space. This driver interacts with the NIC over UserIO (UIO), bypassing the
kernel completely. This removes the need for a context switch and second memory copy. This
driver uses a single CPU in polling mode to manage the transfers removing the need for an
interrupt and reducing spinlock issues. Furthermore, DPDK pre-allocates memory into a ring
buffer reducing allocation overhead[55]. CHIME makes use of the DPDK library to process data
over 10 GbE at 6.4 Gbps[56].
Mellanox iberbs
Mellanox performs functions similar to DPDK with its ibverbs tools. This is implemented using
the Mellanox OFED driver and ibverbs kernel bypass API. This implementation is similar to
DPDK, except that ibverbs allows for either interrupt mode or poll mode. Interrupt mode means
that the CPU waits for an IRQ from the NIC instead of continuously polling it. The OFED
driver allows the standard linux network stack and the ibverbs stack to operate side by side as
shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Diagram showing the Mellanox network protocol stack including the separation
between the kernel socket stack and the ibverbs stack.9
Comparisons
The ibverbs API is used by the HERA and the Breakthrough-Listen teams in polling mode.
Breakthrough-Listen is busy developing an ibverbs based receiver to subscribe to MeerKAT
F-Engine streams. This receiver will be used in their servers that are attached to the MeerKAT
network. The SARAO team has recently developed their own custom IRQ mode ibverbs
library called SPEAD2 to receive SPEAD data heaps. The data rates received by the different
implementations are shown in Table 3.2. The information in Table 3.2 on these ingest libraries is
not widely documented and had to be obtained by contacting engineers on the various projects
directly.
Implementation Interconnect API Mode
Speed
(Gbps)
CHIME 10 GbE DPDK Poll 6.4
HERA 40 GbE ibverbs Poll 36.0
Breakthrough-Listen 40 GbE ibverbs Poll 28.0
SARAO SPEAD2 40 GbE ibverbs Interrupt TBD
Table 3.2: Table showing the ingest implementation and performance of different GPU
X-Engines.
MeerKAT uses Mellanox networking equipment with the network receiver software implementing
using ibverbs. In order to keep the technology in the telescope consistent, only an ibverbs
solution was considered.
The Breakthrough-Listen and HERA ibverbs implementations will be able to process the required
data rates. However the source code for these implementations is not open source or easily
9Image source: http://jitongchen.com/papers/HOTI12.pdf
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accessible. After conversations with the creator of SPEAD2, it was determined that while the
library has not been tested at the required rates, it is likely to be able process at this rate as
long as each 6.8 Gbps stream is processed on a separate CPU core. This coupled with available
code, existing documentation and the ability of the SPEAD2 development team to provide
assistance led to the SPEAD2 ibverbs implementation to be the ingest library chosen for the
prototype.
3.3.2. GPU Kernels
Development in GPU X-Engine kernels has been going on as far back as 2008[57]. Only a few
of these kernels are in use in radio telescopes today. The main kernel in use is called xGPU.
The CHIME team has produced the only alternative open source kernel. At the time of writing,
some research has been released on new kernels that make use of Nvidia’s tensor core technology.
These three kernels will all be considered below.
The CHIME-x Kernel
The CHIME correlator team have developed and make use of a kernel called CHIME-x10 that
performs correlation on AMD GPUs[58]. This kernel manages to sustain GPU performance
at 82% of maximum. It is very efficient but will not be considered further for a number of
reasons:
1. The kernel only operates on 4-bit data where 8-bit operations are required by MeerKAT.
2. SARAO has no AMD GPUs for test and development.
3. The CHIME team is moving away from CHIME-x and is instead researching tensor core
kernels on GPUs.
The xGPU Library
The most popular GPU library for X-Engine correlators is xGPU11 which was developed in
2011. xGPU is an open source CUDA software library. It is being used in a number of major
correlators around the world and is compatible with all CUDA capable Nvidia GPUs[59].
xGPU was originally designed to work with data formatted as 8-bit dual polarisation complex
values that would be cast to a 32-bit float. The latest version of the library has the option to
make use of Nvidia’s DP4A instructions. These instructions allow for four 8-bit integers to be
packed into a single 32-bit word and then multiplied and accumulated independently in a single
clock cycle. This greatly increases xGPU’s throughput.
10CHIME-x Source Code: https://github.com/radiocosmology/CHIME-x
11xGPU Source Code: https://github.com/GPU-correlators/xGPU
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xGPU is a self contained software package that manages the transfer of data to GPU memory,
execution of the multiplication and accumulation kernel, and the transfer of data back to system
memory. All these transfers are pipelined and the pipeline is managed by the xGPU library.
The user only needs to provide a pointer to correctly formatted input data in system memory
and the software package will do the rest. This makes xGPU very easy to use. Furthermore
it is very efficient, being able to sustain 79% of peak GPU performance in the original tests
performed by the xGPU authors. These tests were performed on a Nvidia GTX 480 GPU with
xGPU in floating point mode.
Figure 3.26 shows how the performance of xGPU increases as the number of antennas increase.
xGPU makes better use of processing resources for higher number of antennas. However due to
the N2 nature of the problem, orders of magnitude less processing is required for a 64 antennas
correlator compared to a 1024 antenna correlator.
Figure 3.26: Plot of xGPU performance for different array sizes when run on a Nvidia GTX
480 GPU in floating point mode.12
xGPU does have two drawbacks. The first drawback is that xGPU does not allow the user to
access the data while it is in GPU memory. This means that any other kernels that a user
would want to execute on the same data would require the data to be re-transferred to the GPU.
In IO limited environments this can lead to a reduction in throughput. In radio astronomy it
is common to beamform F-Engine output data on GPUs. Using xGPU means that these two
functions cannot be co-located on the same GPU. This co-location is not a requirement in this
dissertation but should be considered in other designs.
The second drawback of xGPU is that the data order needs to be changed, with the most granular
12Data source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1107.4264.pdf
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ordering required to be the F-Engine ID, then frequency channel, then time. This reorder will
be referred to as the transpose operation for the rest of this dissertation. The normal X-Engine
input data format is shown in Figure 3.27a and the required format is shown inFigure 3.27b.
Because each F-Engine packet is received as a whole, having to interleave these packets is a very
fine grained, system memory bandwidth heavy operation. Due to xGPU requiring input data to
be in system memory, this reorder has to be done on the CPU. Using CPUs at such high data
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Figure 3.27: Diagrams showing the difference between the format of antenna data as received
from the F-Engines compared to that required by xGPU.
HERA, LEDA and MWA Phase 1 all make use of xGPU. They produce 4 bit complex data from
their F-Engines but convert it to 8-bit complex data during the transpose operation.
Tensor Core Kernels
A potential new paradigm shifting technology in GPU correlation are the Tensor cores that
Nvidia has added to their Turing architecture GPUs. These cores have specialised 4×4 matrix
multiplication compute units. They have been designed to meet the growing demand for
accelerated machine learning. They are theoretically 12 times faster than regular GPU matrix
operations. Nvidia reports actual speedups of 9.3 for large matrix sizes.[60]
The correlation algorithm can be rewritten as a matrix operation to make it suitable for Tensor
core processing.
The Dutch Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON) has developed experimental kernels that
perform the correlation operation[61]. They report these kernels to be 6 times faster than their
current GPU kernels.
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The ASTRON kernel is in the early stages of development. An early copy of the kernel was
obtained for performance testing, but it is not yet available for use and distribution. Furthermore
Tensor cores are experimental and there is no guarantee that they will be available in Nvidia’s
next generation of GPUs. This technology is thus high risk and should only be used if no other
options are suitable.
Kernel Comparisons
These kernels were evaluated experimentally using a Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU. 8-bit data
was generated in system RAM, transferred to the GPU, and then correlated and accumulated.
The correlation kernels were configured to operate on data sizes of 256 time samples and 64
channels. 1000 of these transfers from RAM and correlation kernels were run to simulate a
single accumulation epoch. The time taken to perform this accumulation was measured and
from this the data throughput was calculated. Figure 3.28 shows the throughput achieved from
each kernel for different array sizes(each antenna has two polarisations) in the initial round of
tests:























Figure 3.28: Plot showing the different GPU kernel throughput rates versus interferometer array
size.
When the throughput is at 100 Gbps this indicates that the PCIe bus to the GPU has reached its
maximum throughput rate and the problem is IO bound. The maximum theoretical throughput
rate for a PCIe 3.0 x16 bus is 128 Gbps, but after some experimental testing it became clear
that only 100 Gbps could be practically achieved.
The ASTRON kernel performs better when it comes to raw computational power, remaining IO
bound for a larger array size compared to xGPU. For 64 antennas these kernels are both IO
bound and throughput the same amount of data. They can process over 14 MeerKAT streams
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per GPU. This is over 3 times the throughput achieved by a single SKARAB.
As both of these kernels are suitable, it was decided that xGPU should be used instead of the
the ASTRON kernel because it can work on a broader range of Nvidia GPUs with a lower risk
of obsolescence.
3.3.3. Pipeline Frameworks
There are a number of radio astronomy pipeline frameworks that have been developed to ease
the writing of GPU pipelines. These include:
1. Hashpipe - A C based framework that has been used in the PAPER, HERA and
Breakthrough-Listen pipelines[62]
2. Bifrost - A Python based framework that has been used for the LEDA project.[63]
3. Kotekan - A C++ framework developed for the CHIME correlator.[64]
After some examination, it became clear that none of these frameworks were immediately suitable
for the prototype. Hashpipe and the SARAO SPEAD2 library could not be built into the same
project, Kotekan had no supporting documentation and tutorials at the time of the original
examination, and Bifrost is written in Python which would require significant further work to
get working with the C based xGPU library.
All these frameworks share a few similar functions. They allow for the creation of separate stages
that each operate as an individual thread. They enable the user to pass data from one thread to
the next and they hide the locks and synchronisation required to do this from the user.
Intel has a library called Threaded Building Blocks13 (TBB) that allows for the construction of
graphs which contain a series of nodes connected with edges. Each node operates in a different
thread (and is thus comparable to a stage). The TBB library is compatible with all the required
technologies to be used in the prototype, is well documented and supported by a well known
company. As such, while it was not designed specifically for radio astronomy pipelines, it is a
suitable base library for building a pipeline to be used in the X-Engine prototype.
3.4. Literature Review Conclusion
Section 3.1 has put the X-Engine in its context, allowing the reader to identify where and how
the X-Engine fits in the greater telescope system. Furthermore it has presented the expected
input and output data rates, packet formats and accumulation times necessary to inform the
requirements for the prototype.
13Intel TBB Documentation: https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/506212
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Section 3.2 has explored the technology behind X-Engines. It has explained how the CASPER
tools and hardware has led to FPGAs being the dominant platforms used in Radio astronomy.
The lack of a suitable test framework and long debug times with FPGAs were highlighted as
the main reasons to switch to GPU technology. Furthermore the GPU X-Engines that are used
in the field were mentioned. These X-Engines have many more antennas than MeerKAT and
operate in the compute bound problem domain, MeerKAT have a lower number of antennas and
as such is more likely to be IO bound.
Section 3.3 examined the different tools and frameworks that can be used to develop a GPU
X-Engine. It was determined that the SPEAD2 library built on top of the Mellanox ibverbs API
would be suitable for handling the ingest data as the MeerKAT network data already conforms
to the SPEAD protocol. Furthermore the xGPU kernel should be used for the GPU processing
portion of the prototype as it is efficient, well tested, and relies on mature technology. It will
perform as required in the IO limited domain that MeerKAT sits in. Finally the Intel TBB
framework should be used to link all the different processing stages together as none of the radio
astronomy specific frameworks can be used without extensive modification.
This review has provided the context of and justification for this dissertation. Furthermore it
has examined all the tools used in GPU X-Engine design. This has paved the way for designing,
building and analysing a suitable prototype platform to test the hypothesis.
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4. System Design
The objective of this chapter is to take the detailed requirements and constraints, and develop a
fully functional GPU X-Engine prototype. System design is the second stage of this dissertation.
The process behind this stage is described in Section 2.2.
The input to this stage is the system’s requirements and constraints. These have been discussed
and mentioned in previous chapters, but they will be coalesced and formalised in Section 4.1.
The high level design of this system will be presented in Section 4.2. This involves examining the
signal chain and determining the major sub-systems that will form part of this chain. Both the
hardware and software components of each sub-system will be identified. The high level design
of the system software, including UML diagrams, will be expanded upon in Section 4.3.
The design of these different sub-systems will then be detailed in Section 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and
4.7. These sections will discuss the Pipeline Framework, Correlation stage, Ingest stage and
Transpose stage sub-systems respectively.
Finally the design of the hardware platform that integrates all these sub-systems will be discussed
in Section 4.8.
By the end of this chapter, the reader will have been presented with the high level overview
of the system including how all the major sub-systems interact, the detailed operations of the
major components, and the final hardware design. This section will fully describe the GPU
X-Engine prototype.
4.1. Requirements Overview and Design Constraints
The requirements for this MeerKAT GPU X-Engine prototype have been gradually developed
over the previous few chapters. This section will formalise these requirements into a single list.
In a professional engineering environment, the system requirements document is exhaustive -
often spanning hundreds of pages. For the purposes of this dissertation, only the most relevant
requirements will be listed.
In this dissertation, Rx will stand for Requirement number x.
Section 1.2 described some high level requirements for this project. Section 3.1.4 described how
the MeerKAT X-Engine fits into the greater correlator system. This informs the requirements on
the system interfaces. Finally Section 3.3 identified the relevant tools to be used in the system.
These tools to be used constrain the design of the system.
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The following requirements arise from Section 1.2 and Section 3.1.4:
R1 The GPU X-Engine prototype shall ingest four multicast streams over a single 40 GbE
port. Each multicast stream receives 1 KiB packets at just under 6.8 Gbps per stream for
a combined data rate of 27.2 Gbps.
R2 The input and output data packets shall conform to the format specified in the MeerKAT
CBF ICD. These formats are shown in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 and both follow the
SPEAD protocol.
R2.1 The GPU Prototype shall buffer and reorder the data according to packet SPEAD
heap timestamps as the order the packets are received in is not guaranteed.
R3 The GPU X-Engine prototype shall perform correlation on the MeerKAT F-Engine data.
R3.1 Pairwise correlation shall be performed on all 64 antennas to produce 2 080 baselines.
R3.2 Full stokes correlation shall be performed - for each antenna pair, the vertical and
horizontal polarisations must be correlated, producing 4 baselines per correlation
pair.
R3.3 The correlator shall support accumulation times between 0.5 and 2 seconds.
R3.4 The GPU X-Engine shall have a mechanism to begin accumulation on a specific
timestamp in order to synchronise with other X-Engines in the correlator.
R4 The GPU X-Engine shall process all the required data in real time.
R5 The GPU X-Engine shall have at least one 40 GbE port per 1U of server space.
From Section 3.3 the following constraints apply to the prototype design:
R6 Use the SPEAD2 library described in Section 3.3.1 to receive data from the network.
R6.1 Use a Mellanox NIC.
R6.2 Allocate one CPU core to the ingest portion of each input stream.
R7 Use the xGPU software library described in Section 3.3.2 to perform GPU correlation.
R7.1 In the CPU domain, perform a transpose on the input data so that it is in the format
required by xGPU (shown in Figure 3.27).
R7.2 Use a Nvidia GPU for all GPU processing.
R8 Use the Intel TBB library described in Section 3.3.3 to link all parts of the system software
together.
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It is good practice to verify all system requirements. This is done in Chapter 5 with Table 5.3
matching each requirement to a specific verification test.
4.2. High Level Design: Signal and Data Flow
The first part of this design involved describing the flow of data through the system. The signal
goes through a series of logical steps - each step will be referred to as a processing stage. The
collection of stages that the signal flows through is known as a pipeline. As per R1 multiple
multicast streams will be received by the X-Engine. As such multiple copies of the same pipeline
should be created, with each pipeline processing a different multicast stream.
A pipeline stage either requires light or heavy processing resources. Light processing occurs
when minimal manipulation of the signal is required or if the rate of data through a stage is low.
Heavy processing occurs when the signal data needs to be copied or transformed at high data
rates. Each stage identified will be classified as light or heavy according to these rules.
Each multicast stream will follow the same logical path. This logical path is shown in Figure 4.1.





















Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the high level logical flow of data through the GPU server.
The input data stream is received at a 40 GbE network port at 6.8 Gbps. It is formatted
according to the SPEAD standard. This data must be copied from the network into system
memory (R1 and R2). The first stage, referred to as the SPEAD2 Receiver Stage, will use the
SPEAD2 library (R6) to receive data off a 40 GbE Mellanox NIC (R6.1). The copy of data from
the NIC to system memory at high data rates makes this a processing heavy stage.
The data received from the NIC is not guaranteed to be in the correct order. The next stage
known as the Buffer and Reorder stage manages the heaps copied into memory from the NIC. It
waits for packets with the same timestamp to arrive from each antenna. It then collects this
data logically and passes it on to the next stage in chronological order of timestamp satisfying
R2.1. This stage also determines when a heap is considered as lost due to packets being dropped
on the network. This stage does not actually manipulate or transform data. It simply checks
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header and passes meta-data on to the next stage. As such it is a processing light stage.
The data is now received and in the correct order. In order to use xGPU, the data needs to be
transposed as described in Section 3.3.2 (Satisfying R7.1). This transpose takes place at the full
data rate and requires a 32-bit granularity reordering of data. As such it is processing heavy
stage.
The next stage performs the actual correlation of the signal data (R3). This requires copying
the data to the GPU, performing pairwise full-stokes correlation (R3.1 and R3.2) and then
copying the data back to system memory. This correlation is performed by the xGPU library
(R7) on a Nvidia GPU (R7.2). This data is accumulated for many thousands of samples (R3.3)
significantly reducing the data rate. This stage synchronises accumulation according to the signal
timestamps (R3.4). This stage combines a number of GPU functions and will be referred to as
the GPUWrapper stage. This stage performs both a memory copy to the GPU and pairwise
correlation. As such it is processing heavy.
The final two stages can also be combined into a single stage. They involve taking the data
that has been correlated and accumulated and transferring it back on the network. This stage
happens at significantly reduced data rates due to the data accumulation (A heap is transferred
every 0.5 to 2 seconds). As such they are processing light. These stages will not be discussed in
further detail as they do not present any significant design challenges.
The three major processing stages are the SPEAD Rx, Transpose and GPU Correlation stages.
The data flow through these stages is mapped to the system hardware in Figure 4.2. This
diagram shows the interconnects of a typical multi-socket server.



















Figure 4.2: Diagram mapping the logical flow of data through the X-Engine to the GPU server
hardware.
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The transfer speeds through RAM and across the PCIe bus directly affect which hardware
components will be used in this design. As such the three stages listed in Figure 4.2 are the major
sub-systems of the GPU X-Engine prototype. An in-depth examination of these sub-systems
will be undertaken in this chapter (Section 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7).
4.3. High Level Design: Software Structure
Section 4.2 identified and described the logical flow of data through the system. It defined a
stage as a discrete function that operates on the signal. This section will translate the signal flow
description into a software UML description. This software is designed according to standard
Object Orientated Design principles, allowing for the design of the system to be broken up into
discrete objects that are independent of each other. This section does not describe the actual
framework that manages transferring data between stages as this framework is a major technical
sub-system that will be examined in Section 4.4.
In the GPU X-Engine, a pipeline stage is a sub-system that takes in an input packet, processes
this packet and then generates an output packet. This definition naturally leads to two base
classes for this system. The one base class is the PipelineStage class that defines a single stage
to process packets and the other base class is the PipelinePacket that defines the packets that
will be passed between stages. Each of these base classes have sub-classes that inherit from
them. The sub-classes take the generic functions specified in the base-class and map them to the
functionality required in Section 4.2. The UML diagrams for these class hierarchies are shown in














+ getDataPtr(int antIndex): Spead2Heap*
+ getNumPacketsReceived(void): uint8_t
+ isAntennaPresent(int antIndex): bool








Figure 4.3: UML diagram of the pipeline packets used to transmit information between different
pipeline stages in the GPU X-Engine.
Figure 4.3 describes the different pipeline packets used in this system. The base class,
PipelinePackets, defines frequency and timestamp parameters as all packets have these values.
The sub-classes define some member specific functions. All sub-classes will have a pointer
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to a data payload (they do not contain the payload themselves). Each payload will be of a
different data type and format. The SpeadRxPacket will point to a received Spead2 heap. The
BufferPacket will then contain a pointer to 64 Spead2 heaps all with the same timestamp. This
is then combined into a larger single packet by the transpose stage.
In Figure 4.3, all pointers are given in the standard C pointer syntax, in practice these will





+ setOutputQueue(queue<PipelinePacket*>* queuePtr_p): void
+ getInputQueue(void): queue<PipelinePacket*>* queuePtr_p




















- stream: Spead2Stream; 
- port: port
- outputQueue: queue<PipelinePacket*>*
+ heapReady(Spead2Heap* heap): void
Figure 4.4: UML diagram of the pipeline stages in the GPU X-Engine.
Figure 4.4 shows the different stages in this system. The base class PipelineStage defines an
input queue for the stage as well as a pointer to the output queue. These queues take packets of
base type PipelinePacket. The framework that manages the linking of input queues in one stage
to output queues of the preceding stage is described in the next section. The processPacket()
function in a PipelineStage object performs the transformation required to take an input packet
and produce an output packet. This processPacket() function is an abstract function in the base
PipelineStage class and must be defined in each child PipelineStage class.
Each child class of PipelineStage has its own specific function and parameters. The BufferStage
has a queue of SpeadRxPackets as it needs to store, sort and reorder these packets before it can
transmit the data onwards. The GPUWrapper stage has methods for setting and monitoring
the number of input packets received and accumulated. The SpeadTx stage has parameters
indicating where the processed data needs to be transmitted on the network.
The transpose stage and the GPUWrapper stage both have pointers to a XGpuBufferManager
object which manages the memory shared between them.
The SpeadRxStage does not inherit from the PipelineStage class. The Spead2 C++ receiver
library has a unique implementation that launches its own threads to process data received by
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the network card. As such it does not conform to the same structure as the other stages. When
a Spead2 thread receives a heap, it calls the heapReady() function which will place a pointer to
the received Spead2 heap in the SpeadRxPacket. This heap will then be put onto the output
queue of the Spead2Rx stage (which is the input queue to the Buffer stage).
This UML diagram has not defined the behaviour of each stage. However it has defined a
common interface that allows each sub-system to be developed independently while still being
able to integrate to the rest of the GPU X-Engine.
4.4. Sub-System Design: Pipeline Framework
At this point, all the sub-systems have been identified and the interfaces between them have
been defined. However, there is no actual sub-system yet in place to manage the stages and the
passing of packets between these stages.
The Pipeline Framework is the sub-system that is responsible for managing this. In order to
make use of modern multi-core CPUs, the framework needs to allow multiple different stages to
process data in different threads simultaneously. The expected operation of the framework is
shown in Figure 4.5. This figure shows multiple stages executing concurrently, furthermore it

















































Figure 4.5: Diagram showing the interaction between pipeline packets and pipeline stages over
time in the GPU X-Engine.
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It is necessary to handle the passing of packets between each stage in a thread-safe manner
because each stage operates in a different thread.
Table 4.1 shows the number of pipeline packets transferred between stages per second. The
Buffer and Reorder stage will combine 64 SpeadRx input packets with the same timestamp and
produce a single BufferPacket output (this stage does not copy any data, it performs its function
by managing pointers to the different packets). The Transpose stage produces one output
TransposePacket for every input BufferPacket. The GPUWrapper stages accumulates data
between 0.5 to 2s which results in between 408 and 1 632 Transpose packets being accumulated
to produce a single GPUWrapperPacket. This accumulation results in extremely low transfer
rates in the Format and SpeadTx stages which led to them being combined into a single stage











SPEAD Rx 52 224 208 896 Yes Yes
Buffer and
Reorder
52 224 208 896 No No
Transpose 816 3 264 Yes Yes
GPU Wrapper 816 3 264 Yes No
Format and
SPEAD Tx
0.5 - 2 2 - 4 Yes No
Table 4.1: Table summarising the key characteristics of the different pipeline stages.
In Section 3.3.3 the TBB library was identified as suitable base for this pipeline framework (R8).
The TBB library provides a mechanism for linking stages (which it refers to as nodes) together
via edges. Each node operates in a thread and TBB links the input and output queues together
when an edge is created. The packets between the threads are passed by reference not value,
reducing communication overhead. TBB manages all synchronisation required to be thread
safe. Furthermore TBB also determines when the processPacket() function in each thread is
called.
A layer was built on top of the TBB framework in the PipelineStage base class. The process
packet function was modified to take in multiple input PipelinePackets and produce multiple
output PipelinePackets. This method made use of the polymorphism property of OOP to create
a generalised and flexible framework that allowed for multiple stages to be created without
having to write additional boilerplate code.
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Thread Overhead and the Packet Armortiser
An issue that arose with the TBB framework is that each stage processes a single packet in
the processPacket() function, and gets suspended before processing the next packet. When the
pipeline was profiled it became clear that the thread overhead consumed a significant portion of
available processing time. Figure 4.6a quantifies this overhead. The sched yield function is the
function that is called on completion of the processPacket() function and this call consumes 66%
of all CPU time. sched yield is meant to facilitate better time sharing between different TBB
threads by giving control of the CPU other threads. It introduces a thread context switch and a
system call which is extremely costly on a per packet level.
To reduce the number of times that this function is called, a packet armortiser was introduced
in the PipelineStage base class. This armortiser makes each stage buffer a number of input
PipelinePackets and then pass them to the next PipelineStage in a single transfer. The next
stage then processes all these stages in a single processPacket() function. This armortiser is set
to store 100 packets which reduces the amount of times sched yield is called by 100. The pipeline
was tested with this armortiser implemented and produces the results shown in Figure 4.6b.
These results show that the armortiser reduces the pipeline overhead to an insignificant portion
of processing time.
Both tests in Figure 4.6 were run for 30 seconds. When more than 30 seconds of CPU time is
reported, it means that more than 1 CPU was processing the data in the different stages.
(a) No armortiser (b) Armortiser implemented
Figure 4.6: Extracts from the Intel VTune profiler showing the different amounts of CPU time
required when running the pipeline for 30 seconds with and without packet amortising.
4.5. Sub-System Design: GPU Correlation
Correlation takes place in the GPUWrapper stage. This stage will fulfil R3. This involves
synchronising the X-Engine with the rest of the system, handing data over to the xGPU library
and managing the data being stored in RAM. The tasks performed by this stage are explained
in Section 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.
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4.5.1. The xGPU Software Library
According to R7, the xGPU library must be used to perform correlation and accumulation. This
library performs full stokes correlation on every antenna pair satisfying R3.1 and R3.2.
xGPU correlates the different antennas and then adds the output values to an accumulation
buffer. The accumulation buffer will accumulate over what is known as an epoch. As per R3.3
this epoch is required to be between 0.5 and 2s long. This equates to between 408 to 1 632
TransposePacket payloads being accumulated per stream.
Once a TransposePacket is received in the GPUWrapper thread, the xGPU library function
xgpuCudaXengine() is called. This function launches two asynchronous calls on the GPU. The
memcpyCPUtoGPU operation (To copy the packet to GPU memory) and the shared2x2 kernel
(To correlate and accumulate the packet). These calls are queued on two separate CUDA streams
(The GPU equivalent of stage). Once the memcpyCPUtoGPU operation finishes processing, it
sends a signal to the stream handling the shared2x2 kernel calls indicating that it can now start
processing. These two streams can operate concurrently - a memcpyCPUtoGPU for one packet
can be executing while a shared2x2 kernel for another packet is running. The xGPU library uses
CUDA’s signalling mechanisms to prevent a shared2x2 kernel and memcpyCPUtoGPU operation
for the same packet from executing concurrently - this does not need to be managed by the
GPUWrapper thread. The floating point version of xGPU was used as this requires a coarser
transpose than fixed point mode and as such is expected to reduce the requirements on the
transpose stage of the pipeline. Floating point mode is expected to be sufficient for MeerKATs
problem size.
At the end of an epoch, xgpuCudaXengine() is called with an argument indicating this it
is the last accumulation in an epoch. This call launches the memcpyCPUtoGPU operation
and shared2x2 kernel. It will then launch an additional operation called memcpyGPUtoCPU
which will wait for the other two streams to finish executing and then copy the contents of the
accumulation buffer into CPU RAM.
Figure 4.7 demonstrates when different functions are executed in the CPU and GPU domain
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(b) End of an epoch
Figure 4.7: Diagrams showing the interaction between the CPU and GPU for the xGPU library
both during and at the end of an epoch.
4.5.2. Managing Data Scope in the GPUWrapper Stage
From, Figure 4.7 it is clear that the xGPU library is non-blocking. Once the xGPU library has
queued the kernels, it returns to the program flow. The kernels will be executed when they reach
the front of their queues without any additional CPU intervention - this is all managed by the
GPU. This operation is shown in Figure 4.7a. The kernel execution outlives the processPacket()
function that launches it in all cases except for the last accumulation in an epoch. In this
last accumulation xgpuCudaXengine() blocks the CPU until the data is returned as shown in
Figure 4.7b. This blocking occurs for less than a millisecond every second and it is not a source
of any bottlenecks.
The data in RAM to be transferred to the GPU is managed by a C++ smart pointer. If this
pointer goes out of scope, the data will be de-allocated by the smart pointers destructor. The
asynchronous nature of xGPU means that if the pointer is released when the processPacket()
function ends, there is no guarantee that the data has finished copying to GPU memory. This
location could then be allocated to another pointer overwritten mid transfer. The pointers to the
packets being transferred must be stored by the GPUWrapper class until the end of an epoch
when they can all be released and de-allocated at the same time. For a maximum accumulation
time of 2s for a single stream, 1.57 GB (13.53 Gb) of data will be held per epoch. This is not a
significant amount considering modern servers easily have upwards of 100 GB of RAM.
4.5.3. Evaluating the throughput of the GPUWrapper Stage
The GPUWrapper stage works when tested experimentally on a single multicast stream. However,
multiple multi-cast streams need to be run simultaneously and the density of requirements of 4
stream per 1U need to be met (R5). In order to determine the achievable density, the maximum
compute of the GPU needed to be tested. The card that was tested was the Nvidia GTX 1080
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Ti. This GPU is the most commonly used GPU by SARAO.
The utilisation was tested experimentally and the results were recorded in Table 4.2. The
utilisation is very bursty, but averages a maximum of 10% per stream. Assuming linear scaling
per stream, the Nvidia GTX 1080Ti can process 8 streams at 80% utilisation. This means that
a single Nvidia GTX 1080Ti can be used in a 2U server box to process data coming in from two
separate 40 GbE ports. This reduces the GPU costs by half. The Nvidia GTX 10 series has
been superseded by the Nvidia GTX 16 and 20 series GPUs. Any GPU that needs to be used









1 7 6 12
2 14 13 21
3 21 24 31
4 28 26 39
Table 4.2: Table showing GPU utilisation per number of F-Engine input streams.
4.6. Sub-System Design: Ingest Stage
As discussed in Section 3.3.1 and according to R6 the SPEAD2 library must be used in conjunction
with a 40 GbE Mellanox NIC for receiving F-Engine multicast streams. The SPEAD2 library
manages receiving packets off the NIC, reassembling it into a heap (of the type specified in
Figure 3.18) and handing this heap over to the pipeline to be processed.
The SPEAD2 library has three important aspects that must be understood. Firstly SPEAD2
creates a memory pool. This is a dedicated location in memory where heaps are assembled and
stored. The second is a thread pool. This is a collection of dedicated processing threads that
copy data from the NIC to the memory pool when an interrupt from the NIC is received. The
final concept is the interface with the SPEAD2 library and the rest of the pipeline. A thread in
the thread pool will asynchronously call a function called heapReady(Spead2Heap * heap) where
*heap is a pointer to the heap in the memory pool. This function must be overridden by the user.
The user must ensure this function passes the heap pointer on to the next stage in the pipeline.
For this application, the heapReady(...) function processes the heap meta data, wraps the heap








            Spead2Heap * heap){
}
Completed HeapCopy to system memory
Figure 4.8: Diagram of a high level view of the SPEAD2 library.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the assembly of the SPEAD heaps in the SPEAD2 library. The packets
belonging to a heap are copied into a contiguous section in the memory pool. Once all packets in
the heap have been received a pointer to the heap is passed on to the rest of the pipeline.
Interfacing with the SPEAD2 library is not a significant challenge. The main challenge with
integrating SPEAD2 is ensuring that the correct system environment is set up to enable fast
packet capture. This requires configuring the NUMA boundaries (Section 4.6.1), IRQ settings
(Section 4.6.2), and operating system buffer sizes(Section 4.6.3).
4.6.1. NUMA Boundaries
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, modern servers often have a multiple processor sockets. Each socket
has its own dedicated memory bank. Each socket can also access another sockets memory over a
QPI bus. This bus is many orders of magnitude slower than accessing its own dedicated memory
bank. This is known as Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA). If NUMA boundaries are not
managed, memory can be allocated across NUMA domains resulting in increased memory access
times.
NUMACTL1 and hwloc-bind2 are two tools that can force a program to run on a designated
CPU and in a specific memory bank.
NUMACTL was used to test the impact of the NUMA boundaries had on performance. Four
input streams were transmitted to the GPU X-Engine at a combined rate of 27.2Gb/s. The
different NUMA boundary settings were tested and the maximum rate the receiver was able to
ingest packets was plotted in Figure 4.9 below. From these results it is clear that not managing
NUMA boundaries will result in fewer heaps are reassembled.
1NUMACTL Linux man page: https://linux.die.net/man/8/numactl



















Figure 4.9: Plot of data rates the X-Engine pipeline is able to process data at when assigned to
different NUMA nodes. The input data is fed to the system at a constant 28 Gbps.
When examining throughput rates in Figure 4.9 it becomes apparent that node 1 does not
manage to process at the full data rate while node 0 does. It was initially thought this was due
to node 0 not being attached to the same PCIe bus as the NIC. However, switching the network
card to the PCIe bus on Node 1 did not boost performance while node 0 was still able to process
at the full rate.
It was discovered that the IRQs of the system were mapped to node 1 and these IRQs were
causing a significant slowdown on that node. The techniques used to manage these IRQs are
discussed below.
4.6.2. IRQ Management
Certain linux distributions map all system hardware and software interrupts to a single NUMA
node by default. At the full data rate this node can receive up to half a million interrupt
requests(IRQs) per second from the NIC. By default each IRQ has significant processing
overhead and interrupts the CPU threads managing the packet streams. This contention for the
CPU prevented NUMA node 1 from processing as much data as required. In order to manage
these IRQs, two solutions were employed:
1. Interrupt Coalescing - Linux provides tools to combine multiple interrupts from a network
card into a single IRQ 3. When enabling IRQ coalescing, a threshold for the number of
frames to be received before generating an interrupts is set. This reduces the number of
interrupts per second. Interrupt coalescing reduced the number of IRQs from over 500 000
per second to less than 2 000 per second for 4 streams.
2. Allocating IRQs to specific CPU cores - Linux provides tools for mapping IRQs to certain
CPU cores4. For this system, the IRQs from the NICs were mapped to a single core per




the IRQs from interfering with the processing threads.
The NUMA boundary performance was tested with IRQ coalescing enabled and the results were
plotted in Figure 4.10. Both node 0 and node 1 are able to process at the full data rate. This


















Figure 4.10: Plot of data rates the X-Engine pipeline is able to process data at when assigned to
different NUMA nodes. IRQs are coalesced in this test. The input data is fed to the system at a
constant 28 Gbps.
4.6.3. System Buffer Size
Linux sets very restrictive buffer sizes for UDP packets. These buffers are by default a few
tens of kilobytes wide and overflow often at 40 GbE data rates. The size of these buffers was
increased significantly (to at least 1 6MB) to stop packets being dropped due to overflow.
4.6.4. Hardware Throughput
By increasing buffer sizes, both NUMA nodes are capable of processing at the full data rate of
27.2 Gbps. This means that two separate NICs can be attached to the server and each process
at the full data rate. As such, a 2U server with two 40 GbE NICs (or a single dual port NIC)
would satisfy the density requirements laid out in R5. Furthermore by ingesting at 27.2 Gbps,
R1 is satisfied.
4.7. Sub-System Design: Transpose
As per R7.1 and discussed in Section 3.3.2, a granular transpose operation needs to be performed
in system memory to get the ingest data into the format xGPU required by xGPU. The design
of this sub-system was not a simple task. Section 4.7.1 describes memory access patterns
that needed to be considered for this transpose. The different implementations of this system
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are discussed from Section 4.7.2 to Section 4.7.4. These implementations are compared in
Section 4.7.5. The results from this are then used to inform the system DRAM requirements in
Section 4.7.6.
4.7.1. Memory Access Patterns and Considerations
Server memory consists of RAM and multiple levels of cache located at gradually decreasing
distances to the CPU. Each of these different levels of memory has different latencies and sizes.
The structure of this cache is detailed in the Intel 64 and IA-32 Architectures Optimization








L1 Cache On a single core 4 32
L2 Cache On a single core 12 256
L3 Cache
Shared by multiple





>100 >1 000 000
Table 4.3: Table showing key performance metrics at different levels in the memory hierarchy.
Cache is both much faster and far smaller than RAM. The memory access latency of DDR4
RAM is highly system and access pattern dependant. A conservative estimate of 200 clock cycles
has been used for the purposes of this design. However an access latency between 100 and 200
clock cycles is likely.
When data is read from RAM, a cache line is read. This cache line is 64 bytes wide - when a
single 32-bit sample is loaded into cache, the next 15 samples are also loaded into cache. This
reduces the access time of those subsequent samples significantly (to 4 cycles). A similar process
occurs for a write. If the data is not in cache when it is accessed, it will be take the full access
time to RAM to complete the instruction.
The interaction between RAM, Cache and the CPU was considered when designing the transpose
sub-system.
4.7.2. Naive Implementation
The naive algorithm, loads a single input sample and then stores it in the correct location in
main memory. This is done by sequentially iterating through the samples in each F-Engine
packet. This algorithm was the first attempt at the problem where no effort was made into
optimising the system performance.
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Figure 4.11 shows the typical memory access pattern to main memory. Every time a sample is
loaded from main memory, the next 15 samples are also loaded into L1 cache. Effectively, only 1
in 16 samples needs to be read from RAM. In all the transpose algorithms described, reading
the data from RAM is always a cache efficient memory operation.
However, when in 4K mode, in the naive case, every store operation misses L1 cache. This
means that every store takes the full >100 clock cycles to load data from RAM or the 44 cycles
from L3 cache in the ideal case. This is the processing intensive part of the naive transpose
algorithm.
15 Samples



















Figure 4.11: Diagram showing the memory access pattern when implementing a naive transpose
operation.
Assuming the processor being used has 16 cores and each 32-bit transfer requires a write to
L3 cache, then the clock rate of each core in order to transfer the data into RAM for all four
streams needs to be:
Clock Rate = 0.852 GT/s16 cores × 44 Clock Cycles per transfer = 2.343 GHz per processor
This calculation assumes the memory writes will dominate and ignores the memory reads.
Furthermore it is a simplification as memory access patterns are very difficult to model. This
implementation is achievable but requires significant CPU resources.
4.7.3. Block Transpose Implementation
An optimisation of this transpose is known as a block transpose. This method increases the
number of writes to L1 and L2 cache while decreasing the number of writes to RAM.
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Figure 4.12 demonstrates how this algorithm is implemented. Instead of loading a single F-Engine
packet into cache at a time, N F-Engines packets are accessed in the same loop iteration and
stored in cache memory. The same sample index of all N F-Engine packets is accessed sequentially
and then written into RAM. These samples will be stored sequentially in the output memory
location and as such are all stored in an L1/L2 cache line. Only when this cache line is full will
a write to RAM occur. When N is too large multiple cache lines will be written per iteration
which can reduce efficiency. As such N needs to be tuned experimentally.
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Figure 4.12: Diagram showing the memory access pattern when implementing a block transpose
operation.
4.7.4. Intel SSE Implementation
The block transpose algorithm can be improved by making use of the Intel SSE instructions.
This implementation is very similar to the tiling algorithm, except instead of writing the output
data to a cache line, it is written to the SSE registers on the CPU. SSE instructions are specific
instructions for operating on these registers. The SSE registers are referred to as the xmm, ymm
and zmm registers. These registers are 128, 256 and 512 bits wide respectively. This corresponds
to N = 4, N = 8 and N = 16 in the block transpose algorithm. These SSE registers are located
on the CPU reducing write latency to a single clock cycle. On every Nth write the register will
be full and is then written to RAM. SSE registers are explicitly managed unlike cache operations
which need to be inferred.
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4.7.5. Comparison of Different Implementations
The different transpose algorithms were all tested on a single stream. The measure of performance
for these algorithms was CPU utilisation as this is the simplest metric to measure. Lower CPU
utilisation means that the algorithm is able to complete the transpose with fewer clock cycles
and is thus performing better. A CPU percentage greater than 100% means more than a single
core is required to perform the transpose. The results for the different algorithms are shown in
Figure 4.13. This figure shows both the Intel Intrinsics and Block tiling implementation. The
naive implementation is plotted in the block tiling graph where N = 1.






















Figure 4.13: Plot showing the CPU utilisation for the different transpose algorithm
implementations.
Figure 4.13 confirms that SSE instructions perform better than the tiling approach and use nearly
half as many clock cycles as the naive implementation to perform the same approach.
For N = 4 there is a spike in the CPU utilisation of the block tiling algorithm. It is suspected
that this is due to the input reorder data not being aligned to cache boundaries resulting in an
additional fetch from main memory.
For the SSE instructions, when N = 16 the transpose operation uses more resources than for
N = 4. The SSE instruction do not allow for writing data to the 512-bit register in a single
write. Instead two 256-bit writes are required. This add extra overhead to N = 16 that is not
present in the N = 8 SSE implementation.
The SSE transpose algorithm with N = 4 or N = 8 will be used to perform the transpose
operation as it results in the required performance while consuming the fewest CPU clock
cycles.
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4.7.6. Memory Channels and Hardware Considerations
Each server supports a number of memory channels per socket. Populating more channels with
RAM modules results in a greater memory bandwidth as more simultaneous reads and writes to
RAM can take place. This means that more multicast streams can be transposed simultaneously.
A number of configurations were tested to see if they could reorder the full number of streams.
The results were recorded in Table 4.4.
Number of Channels
Pass/Fail Result
1 Stream 2 Streams 3 Streams 4 Streams
1 X 7 7 7
2 Not Testable
3 X X X 7
4 X X X X
5 Not Testable
6 X X X X
Table 4.4: Table showing the number of streams the GPU server is able to process when tested
on different RAM channel configurations.
From Table 4.4 it was determined that 4 channels per socket was the optimal amount. 3 Channels
is too few. 6 channels is acceptable but requires more RAM modules. The 4 channel test was
performed with RAM clocked at 2400 MHz.
4.8. Integration and Final Prototype
At this stage of the design, the software pipeline has been fully developed and some of the
hardware relevant to each pipeline stage has been specified. This section will determine the last
few hardware components to be used in the design (Section 4.8.1) and integrate them into the
final prototype system (Section 4.8.2). The motherboard and chassis of modern servers are often
integrated - they cannot be purchased separately.
4.8.1. Hardware Components Specification
As per Section 3.3 a GPU streaming server consists of a GPU, NIC, Host Memory and CPU all
connected by a motherboard.
Section 4.5.3 determined that a Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU should be used, R6.1 determined
that a Mellanox ConnectX-5 40 GbE NIC should be used and Section 4.7.6 determined that 4
channels of RAM would be required with a minimum clock rate of 2400 MHz. The CPU and
the motherboard are the only components that still need to be determined.
Examining the pipeline CPU utilisation revealed that each stream required two cores to process
the required data rates (one core for the SPEAD2 receiver and the other for the transpose
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operation). For 4 streams, 8 cores are required. Additional cores are required to handle the NIC
IRQs (Section 4.6.2). The 10 core Intel Xeon Silver 4114T CPU5 will be able to handle the
required throughput. At the time of writing it is one of the cheapest Intel Scalable processors
on the market that will be able to handle the processing requirements. Figure 4.15 shows the
single-socket system architecture:
Intel Xeon Silver 4114T












































Figure 4.14: Diagram of the single-socket prototype GPU server architecture.
The motherboard and chassis still need to be determined. This takes place in Section 4.8.2
below.
4.8.2. Density Considerations
The single socket system is capable of processing 4 F-Engine streams just like the SKARAB
X-Engine. As discussed in Section 4.5.3, the Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti is capable of processing 8
streams - the single socket system wastes half of the GPUs processing capacity. If the server
design is changed to a dual socket system with one 40 GbE NIC per socket, then each socket can
process 4 streams while sharing the same GPU. This dual socket system halves the number of
power supplies, hard drives and other peripheral components required per stream reducing the
system cost further. Additionally, a dual socket system can be 2U wide (due to R5) increasing
the number of server chassis products that will meet the requirements. This new architecture is
shown in Figure 4.15.
5Intel Xeon 4114T specifications: https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/126153/intel-xeon-
silver-4114t-processor-13-75m-cache-2-20-ghz.html
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Intel Xeon Silver 4114T







































Intel Xeon Silver 4114T




























































Figure 4.15: Diagram of the dual-socket prototype GPU server architecture.
Each socket is almost identical except for the GPU attached to one socket. The transfer across
the QPI boundaries to the GPU did not impact performance. It is suspected that this is due
to the data copies across the QPI being asynchronous bulk data copies instead of fine grained
copies such as the transpose operation or SPEAD2 heap assembly.
One caveat with a dual port system is that two NICs connected to the same network need some
additional configuration in order to receive data correctly. This usually involves a process called
network bonding where the two ports are made to look like one. However this was not tested
with the prototype due to concerns that it would cause network instability in the telescope data
centre during operation. The dual socket system was instead tested by plugging each port into a
completely separate network and streaming data in from F-Engine simulators.
These components are all housed in a Dell EMC PowerEdge R740 2U server pictured in Figure 4.16
[66]. The R740 is the definitive Dell 2U server available on the market at the time of writing. It
is trusted to perform well thermally and it comes with a comprehensive set of monitoring tools
that will make testing the power and thermal performance of this system simple.
(a) Internal layout (b) External chassis
Figure 4.16: Images of the Dell EMC Poweredge R740 server.6
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The R740 is a relatively expensive server. There are cheaper options available that should be
able to house the same number of components. However the thermal performance of these
cheaper servers should be tested thoroughly. SARAO does have plans to evaluate these cheaper
options, but this is beyond the scope of this project. Cost estimates using a cheaper Tyan server7
and the new AMD Epyc CPUs8 will be done in Chapter 6. This TYAN and AMD configuration
will not be purchased or tested but based on the product specifications, it is expected to equal
the performance of the Intel CPU and Dell chassis configuration for a reduced cost.
4.9. Design Conclusion
This chapter has systematically gone through the design process for this prototype.
It began with Section 4.1 which collated and formalised all the system requirements that had
been identified in previous chapters.
These requirements were then used to formulate the high level system design in Section 4.2. This
design took the form of a pipeline consisting of data being passed from one stage to the next
via packets. Each stage was identified and described. The stages requiring the most processing
capacity were highlighted. Section 4.3 presented a formalised UML software design of the different
stages within this pipeline. These stages were divided into sub-classes of a PipelineStage class.
Furthermore a PipelinePacket class and sub-classes were defined for communication between
stages.
The complex sub-systems were all identified and the design of these sub-systems was then
presented.
The Pipeline Framework sub-system design took place in Section 4.4. The pipeline framework
was built on top of the Intel TBB library. This layer made use the polymorphism principle
to reduce the amount of boilerplate code. Furthermore, packets were amortised to reduce
inter-thread synchronisation.
The implementation of the GPU correlation stage was discussed in Section 4.5. This design
involved integrating the xGPU library into the pipeline framework. The achievable throughput
on the Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti was measured and quantified.
The inner workings of the ingest stage were examined in Section 4.6. The system configuration
that was required to ingest at the required rates were identified. This including managing NUMA
6Image source: https://i.dell.com/sites/csdocuments/Shared-Content data-Sheets Documents/en/aa/Power
Edge R740 R740xd Technical Guide.pdf
7Tyan Transport HX GA88-B8021 server specifications: https://www.tyan.com/Barebones GA88B8021 B8021
G88V2HR-2T-RM-N
8AMD EPYC 7002 CPU specifications: https://www.amd.com/en/processors/epyc-7002-series
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boundaries, enabling interrupt coalescing and increasing system buffer sizes.
Section 4.7 discussed the transpose operation. This including going through different possible
transpose implementations, comparing their performance and determining the number of memory
channels required to transpose at the required rate. An SSE implementation making use of
128-bit registers with 4 channels of 2 400 MHz RAM was the optimal implementation of this
operation.
In Section 4.8 the hardware platform that these sub-systems would operate in was designed. This
design was of a dual socket system with two 40 GbE NICs and a single GPU. This double NIC
system shared many common components reducing the overall system cost per stream.
From this chapter, a prototype GPU X-Engine was built. The next chapter will go through the
process of testing this prototype and verifying it against its requirements.
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5. Verification
The GPU X-Engine has now been designed. The design of this system was according to certain
requirements and constraints. The success of the design is measured by its ability to meet all its
requirements. This chapter will verify that all requirements have been met and constraints have
been adhered to.
Some of these requirements are intrinsically verifiable. These will be discussed in Section 5.1
Other requirements need a more in-depth verification process. In this system, the in-depth
verification will be primarily focused on confirming that the data can be processed at the required
rate and ensuring that the output data is correct. These requirements will be examined in more
detail in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3
5.1. Intrinsically Verifiable Requirements
Intrinsically verifiable requirements are requirements that are realised in the construction of
the system. A simple inspection of the system will confirm that was has been specified in the
requirements is present in the system. No in-depth verification tests need to be designed.
R5 specified that there needs to be one 40 GbE network port per hardware NIC. The prototype
is a 2U system with two 40 GbE ports (discussed in Section 4.8.2), thus satisfying R5.
R6, R7 and R8 specified some of the hardware and software components that must be used in
the system. This includes using xGPU with a Nvidia GPU, SPEAD2 with a Mellanox NIC and
TBB as the base of the software pipeline. This has all been designed into the system (discussed
in Section 4.5, 4.6 and 4.4 respectively), as such these requirements have been met.
R1 to R3 cannot be verified by simple inspection. More extensive tests need to be performed in
order to verify these two requirements.
5.2. Output Data Verification
In order to satisfy R2 and R3, the data coming out of the pipeline needs to be verified. To verify
that the output data is correct, the input data needs to be carefully controlled.
To produce controlled F-Engine data, an F-Engine packet simulator was created. This simulator
transmitted heaps in the F-Engine SPEAD format over 40 GbE in unicast mode. A single
simulator would generate heaps for all 64 antennas in a single stream. Due to limits in the
simulator hardware, while the heap size was kept the same, the size of the packets in each heap
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was increased from 1 KiB to 4 KiB. Each heap consisted of four 4 KiB packets instead of sixteen
1 KiB packets. The input data rate remained the same regardless of packet size.
The data in the simulated heaps was set to a ramp pattern over the frequency channels for
specific antennas and zeros for other antennas. Setting data to zero for most antennas made it
simple to determine if data meant for one baseline was bleeding into another baseline.
This ramp pattern was changed every synchronisation epoch. This epoch change allowed one to
easily see if heaps were being processed out of order.
The expected output for each baseline product is based on Equation (3.4), Equation (3.5),
Equation (3.6) and Equation (3.7) in Section 3.1.3. This data was averaged over each
accumulation epoch to produce smaller values that were simpler to analyse. The input data
per channel was held constant over the entire epoch, so the average, if correct, would be






= Ax,p0(ω, 0)Ay,p1(ω, 0) (5.1)
5.2.1. Zero Test
The most basic test that was performed was to insert all zero input data. If any output data
produced was not zero then this would indicate that something was fundamentally wrong with
how the pipeline produced data. When tested, all zero input data produced all zero output
data.
The second part of this test was to generate non-zero input data for certain antenna pairs and
zero data for other pairs. This ensured that input data did not bleed into the wrong baseline.
When this test was run, no bleed through was detected.
These tests were each run for 30 minutes.
5.2.2. Autocorrelation Test
Once the zero test was complete, the output values produced by each antenna pair needed to be
verified. This was done by performing an autocorrelation test. Input data for a single antenna
was generated and fed into the GPU X-Engine. The baselines values for each polarisation pair
out of the pipeline was then be compared to the expected output.
The results for one of these tests is shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 and Equation (5.1) correspond
with x = y = 17, p0p1 ∈ {hh, vh, hv, vv}, M = 408 and ω = Chan.
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Due to the properties of autocorrelation and complex numbers, it is expected that h× h and
v × v will produce real numbers and v × h will be equal to the conjugate of h × v. All these






h× h v × h h× v v × v Valid
0 -8+2j -1-2j 68 4-18j 4+18j 5 X
1 -2+4j 1-j 20 -6+2j -6-2j 2 X
2 -1+6j 2+j 37 4+13j 4-13j 5 X
3 1+8j 4+2j 65 20+30j 20-30j 20 X
4 2-8j 6+4j 68 -20-56j -20+56j 52 X
5 4-2j 8+6j 20 20-40j 20+40j 100 X
6 6-j -8+8j 37 -56-40j -56+40j 128 X
7 8+j -2-8j 65 -24+62j -24-62j 68 X
8 -8+2j -1-2j 68 4-18j 4+18j 5 X
9 -2+4j 1-j 20 -6+2j -6-2j 2 X
10 -1+6j 2+j 37 4+13j 4-13j 5 X
11 1+8j 4+2j 65 20+30j 20-30j 20 X
12 2-8j 6+4j 68 -20-56j -20+56j 52 X
13 4+4j -2+8j 32 24-40j 24+40j 68 X
14 6-j -8+8j 37 -56-40j -56+40j 128 X
15 8+j -2-8j 65 -24+62j -24-62j 68 X
Table 5.1: Table showing the results from an autocorrelation test.
Figure 5.1 plots the data in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Plot showing the results of the autocorrelation test. The zero phase of the hh and vv
baselines, and the complex conjugate relationship between the hv and vh baselines is visible.
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The autocorrelation tests produce results that are identical to what is expected. This proves
that the X-Engine is producing the correct data for each autocorrelation baseline.
5.2.3. Correlation Test
With the auto correlation function verified, it was then necessary to verify that the correlation
output data between antenna pairs is as expected. This test was performed in a very
similar fashion to the autocorrelation test, except that data for two different antennas was
generated.
The results for one of these tests is shown in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 and Equation (5.1) correspond



















0 -8+2j -1-2j 1+8j 6+4j 8-66j -17-6j -40-44j -14+8j X
1 -2+4j 1-j 2-8j 8+6j -36+8j 10-6j 8-44j 2+14j X
2 -1+6j 2+j 4-2j -8+6j -16-22j 6-8j 44+42j -10+20j X
3 1+8j 4+2j 6-j -2+8j -2-49j 22-16j 62+24j 8+36j X
4 2-8j 6+4j 8+j -1-2j 8+66j 52-26j 14-12j -14-8j X
5 4-2j 8+6j -8+2j 1-j -36-8j -52+64j 6-2j 2-14j X
6 6-j -8+8j -2+4j 2+j -16+22j 48-16j 11+8j -8-24j X
7 8+j -2-8j -1+6j 4+2j -2+49j -46-20j 34+12j -24+28j X
8 -8+2j -1-2j 1+8j 6+4j 8-66j -17-6j -40-44j -14+8j X
9 -2+4j 1-j 2-8j 8+6j -36+8j 10-6j 8-44j 2+14j X
10 -1+6j 2+j 5-2j -8+8j -17-28j 8-9j 56+40j -8+24j X
11 1+8j 4+2j 6-j -2-8j -2-49j 22-16j -66+8j -24-28j X
12 2-8j 6+4j 8+j -1-8j 8+66j 52-26j 62-24j -38-44j X
13 4+4j -2+8j -8+2j 1-j -24+40j 32+60j -8j -10-6j X
14 6-j -8+8j -2+4j 2+j -16+22j 48-16j 11+8j -8-24j X
15 8+j -2-8j -1+6j 4+2j -2+49j -46-20j 34+12j -24+28j X
Table 5.2: Table showing the results from a correlation test.
The correlation tests produce results that are identical to what is expected. This proves that
the X-Engine is producing the correct data for each baseline.
5.2.4. Real Data Test
A final test that was done was to compare the output of SKARAB X-Engine with the GPU
X-Engine. The equipment used to test this was a spare server on the MeerKAT site, not the
designed server in the SARAO laboratory. This server was limited in its capability - it only
had a Mellanox ConnectX-3 NIC, unlike the Mellanox ConnectX-5 installed in the prototype.
Furthermore, its RAM was clocked at 1600 MHz instead of the 2666 MHz specified. As such, it
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could only process one stream while dropping up to 15% of the heaps. The results for this test
are shown in Figure 5.2 with Figure 5.2a showing the GPU X-Engine output and Figure 5.2b
showing the SKARAB X-Engine output. Due to the packet drops,the SKARAB and GPU
results are not identical. These results show that the GPU implementation produces an output
at least similar to what is expected.


































Ant 1: 20, Ant 2: 20, Heaps: 332,Timetamp: 0x21c00d400000
(a) GPU X-Engine pipeline output


































Ant 1: 20, Ant 2: 20, Heaps: 290,Timetamp: 0x21c00d400000
(b) SKARAB pipeline output
Figure 5.2: Plots showing the similarities of the output spectra produced by the SKARAB and
GPU X-Engines.
5.2.5. Output Data Verification Results
All these tests have confirmed that the data generated is correct. The pipeline operates on the
correct data, data does not bleed between antennas and the correlation output is correct. This
satisfies R2 and R3.
5.3. Data Rate Verification
As per R1, the GPU X-Engine needs to be able to ingest 4 streams of data per port. Furthermore,
according to R4, this data needs to be correlated in real time. The final dual socket system has
two ports. This means that it needs to process data received at a sustained 54.4 Gbps.
A rate test was designed. This test was performed by using the F-Engine simulator that was
mentioned in Section 5.2. Two servers were connected to the GPU X-Engine via 40 GbE. Each
of these servers transmitted four simulated streams at a minimum data rate of 6.8 Gbps per
stream. Confirming that this data was processed correctly involved measuring the RX rate at
the NIC (Section 5.3.1) and then at every stage in the pipeline (Section 5.3.2).
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5.3.1. Data Rate Verification at the NIC
Measuring the NIC RX rate was done using using the Linux utility iftop1. The input data rates
for a single 40 GbE port is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Image showing the measured rates of data ingested by the GPU X-Engine.
The input data rates are shown in the top-right section of Figure 5.3 with the three columns
representing the average rate over 2, 10 and 40 seconds respectively. All these rates are reported
to be above 27.4 Gbps. This image shows that data rates were sustained for at least 40 seconds.
These tests were run for an hour. This tool was used on both 40 GbE ports but only the figure
for one was shown as they both reported similar results. Figure 5.3 verifies that the data was
successfully received at the NIC at the required rate.
5.3.2. Data Rate Verification Through the Pipeline
Once the NIC input rate had been verified, the rate of data through the pipeline needed to be
measured. This was done by adding counters to every stage in the pipeline. Every ten seconds
the number of packets processed per stage would be printed to the terminal.
Figure 5.4 is an image of the terminal output of the counter values. The most informative values
in this image are the Normalised Diff values. This is the difference in the number of packets
received at the start of the ten second recording and at the end. As the name implies, these
counters have been normalised to account for packet aggregation that takes place in the pipeline.
The HeapsReceived, SpeadRx and Buffer counters occur before any accumulation takes place
- as such the reported value is equal to the actual value. The Transpose and GPUWrapper
counters occur after 64 packets have been aggregated into one - the reported value is the stage
counter multiplied by 64. The SpeadTx counter increments after accumulation on the GPU
occurs (408 packet accumulations in this case). The normalised value for SpeadTx is thus the
original counter value multiplied by 64 and then multiplied by 408. According to Table 4.1, the
1iftop Linux man page: https://linux.die.net/man/8/iftop
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number of packets processed at each stage needed to be above 52 224 packets per second per
stream when normalised. These counters are all above 53 000 indicating that the packets are
processed at the required rate.
Figure 5.4: Image of the packet counter values at different stages of the GPU X-Engine pipeline
for a single multicast stream. The GPU X-Engine has been fed simulated data.
These counters in Figure 5.4 tick over correctly when all 8 stream are running. This satisfies
all data rate requirements. One caveat is that there is some instability when all 8 pipelines
are running. When the 8th pipeline is started there is a chance that it will stall. This always
occurs on one pipeline assigned to specific cores. It is suspected that this is due to some other
process operating on those cores which causes a bottleneck in the pipeline. When this bottleneck
occurs, a bug in the Buffer stage prevents the pipeline recovering from this stall. Due to time
constraints this specific problem was not diagnosed and fixed for all cases but it occurs in a
minority of tests and only for the full 8 multicast streams.
Figure 5.4 also reports on the data rates into and out of the pipeline, and the number of missing
packets. The Incomplete Heaps Rate label is misleading. This label actually reports the rate
of the packets in the system after the incomplete heaps have been removed from the pipeline.
The input and output processing rates reported in this Figure are above the required levels.
Negligible packets are dropped in this system when testing simulated data with 4 KiB packet
sizes.
5.3.3. Data Rate Verification on Site
As mentioned earlier, the limit of the simulator was that it could only produce 4 KiB packets
instead of 1 KiB packets. The prototype platform could not be sent to the MeerKAT telescope
site in the Karoo to run on actual data, however the on-site server mentioned in Section 5.2.4
reported a high heap loss rate of 15% when processing actual telescope data. The pipeline
counters for this test are shown in Figure 5.5. The packet counters reach their expected value at
the transpose stage as the dropped packets are replaced with packets with zero value by the
buffer stage, indicating the pipeline can handle lost heaps.
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Figure 5.5: Image of the packet counter values at different stages of the GPU X-Engine pipeline
for a single multicast stream. The GPU X-Engine has been fed real telescope data.
The packet loss rate is likely significantly less than the heap loss rate, as when a packet is lost,
the entire heap of 16 packets is dropped by the SPEAD2 library. This loss rate was independent
of the number of streams running seeming to indicate it is a limitation of the SPEAD2 library
when it comes to processing higher numbers of packets.
This server at the MeerKAT site was an older server with significantly slower RAM than the
designed prototype (1666 MHz compared to 2400 MHz), so it cannot be conclusively stated that
the reduced packet size results in this increased drop rate.
After some discussion with the SPEAD2 author, it was concluded that these packets drops would
be difficult to avoid with 1 KiB packets as often these drops are occurring at the NIC before
the CPU is even able to process them. As such it is recommended that in order to use a GPU
X-Engine at MeerKAT data rates, the F-Engines should be modified in future iterations to use 4
KiB packets. This will reduce heap drops to near zero.
5.3.4. Data Rate Verification Summary
Apart from some minor instability on a single stream when all 8 streams are running, the
X-Engine is able to process all data in real time, resulting in R4 being verified.
The input rate requirements (R1) could only be partially verified. It is expected that the smaller
1 KiB packet size could lead to a higher packet drop rate. This cannot be cheaply fixed by
modifying the X-Engine, but is quite simple to fix by increasing the F-Engine packet size, thereby
eliminating this problem.
5.4. Verification Conclusion
This chapter has gone through all the system requirements outlined in Section 4.1 in order to
determine if they have been met.
The intrinsic properties of the system were the simplest to verify. This was discussed in
Section 5.1.
Verifying that the output data was correct and processed at the required rate was a more
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complicated process.
Section 5.2 was an exhaustive testing process that fed a variety of different simulated input
patterns into the system and measured the output data to confirm that it was correct. This
section also compared the GPU X-Engine data to the SKARAB X-Engine data and showed that
the results were as expected.
Section 5.3 fed simulated data into the system, and measured the data rate at each stage in the
pipeline. This section verified that the pipeline was able to process 8 streams simultaneously.
Instability on the 8th stream at start-up was observed and reported upon. Furthermore, high
packet drop rates were observed when running the pipeline on older systems with 1 KiB packet
sizes. In order eliminate this, the F-Engine output packet size should be increased to at least 4
KiB.




























Table 5.3: Table listing the different system requirements, the location of the tests performed to
verify each requirement and the verification status of the tested requirement.
This chapter has verified that most system requirements have been met. R1 could only be
partially met but a workaround was found and proposed for future iterations of the correlator.
The next chapter will perform an in-depth analysis of the system that will go beyond just
meeting the requirements.
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6. Analysis and Discussion
This chapter seeks to further the understanding of the system operation and performance. It
will be focussed in such a way as to answer the dissertation research questions and test the
hypothesis presented in Section 1.2.
Verification (Chapter 5) can be seen as the start of system analysis. However where verification
needs to prove the requirements are met, this chapter looks beyond just the requirements instead
seeking to gain insight into the system’s strengths and weaknesses. It will also determine which
areas of research should be focused on in the future.
Research question 3 required that the differences in the SKARAB and GPU X-Engine
implementation to be analysed. Section 6.1 examines both the hardware costs and energy
consumption of both implementations to assist with answering this question.
Research question 1 asked how to design a drop-in replacement for a SKARAB X-Engine.
Chapter 5 proved that it was possible to design this system. However, it is useful to have a more
in-depth understanding of the system performance to identify bottlenecks and opportunities to
improve. Research question 2 was concerned with the density of this system: will more modern
technology allow for the creation of a more dense X-Engine than SKARAB? Section 6.2 examines
the system to provide information to answer these questions. Section 6.3 then uses this insight
to make some suggestions as to how this system can be improved.
6.1. Comparative Analysis
This section will compare the cost and power consumption of the GPU X-Engine prototype to
that of the SKARAB X-Engine. The system cost can divided into two sections: initial hardware
costs (Section 6.1.1) and energy costs (Section 6.1.2). Both of these costs will be quantified and
measured. Two SKARABs are required for every GPU X-Engine, as such all SKARAB costs
will be doubled. The final system cost will be discussed in Section 6.1.3.
6.1.1. Hardware Cost
The SKARABs were custom designed for MeerKAT. The initial contract was for 288 SKARABs
and cost R39.5 million[67]. Each SKARAB therefore cost just under R140 000. A recent purchase
of 17 SKARABs in February 2019 has seen the cost rise to R215 000 per SKARAB[68]. This is
a common risk with bespoke systems: the cost for replacement components from the supplier
can often be higher than the initial cost of these components. The most recent price of R215
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000 per SKARAB will be used. Additionally each SKARAB is populated with three Hybrid
Memory Cube (HMC) mezzanine cards. These modules were designed by SARAO and cost
approximately R10 000 per module. The total hardware cost per SKARAB is thus equal to
R245 000. The cost for two SKARABs is equal to R490 000.
The cost of the GPU server is the sum of the individual components. The prototype system was
developed using a Dell R720 and two Intel Xeon Silver Z4114T CPUs. If this system were to be
deployed at scale it is more likely that it will be built using the Tyan server and AMD CPU
mentioned in Section 4.8.2. A single AMD ROME 7402 CPU is about equal in performance and
cost to two of the Intel Z4114T CPUs. The Tyan server is cheaper than the Dell server. The
costs of the system was determined using quotes obtained by SARAO[69] [70]. The prices were





TYAN B8021G88V2HR-2T-RM-N 1U Server 49 359 1 49 359
AMD ROME 7402 CPU 25 239 1 25 239
Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti GPU 13 000 1 13 000
Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC 17 675 2 35 350
32GB DDR4-2666 2RX4 LP ECC REG DIMM 2 515 8 20 120
Total: 143 068
Table 6.1: Table showing the hardware cost of the GPU system at the component level.
The total cost of the GPU X-Engine is R143 068. This is just over a third of the cost of the two
SKARABs. Additionally, the GPU X-Engine is manufactured from off the shelf components -
replacement components should be readily available (and will likely reduce in price over time).
These are both advantages over the SKARAB system.
6.1.2. Energy Consumption
Before comparing the SKARAB and GPU power consumption, these values need to be
measured.
Dell servers have an integrated management processor for system control and monitoring known
as an iDRAC1. The iDRAC is accessible via a separate 1 GbE Ethernet port and provides an
easy to use web interface where the power can be monitored. The iDRAC monitors the power
drawn from the ATX power supply.
In order to measure the power, the system was left to idle for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes a single
F-Engine stream was fed into the system, after a further 5 minutes, another stream was fed
1iDRAC home page: https://www.delltechnologies.com/en-za/solutions/openmanage/idrac.htm
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into the system. This was done until the system was processing the full 8 streams. The power
consumption plot produced by the iDRAC web interface while these tests were being performed
is shown in Figure 6.1a. The results produced are measured over time. Figure 6.1b matches the
power consumption level with the number of streams being processed. The prototype server had
an additional accelerator card installed that consumed 30W. This 30W was subtracted from the
recorded power when producing Figure 6.1b
(a) Measured power consumption
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(b) Adjusted power consumption
Figure 6.1: Plots showing the GPU X-Engine system power consumption versus number of
multicast streams being processed.
Figure 6.1 shows that the system has high base power consumption with each stream requiring
a small amount of additional power on top of this base consumption (27 W per stream).
Furthermore as per Figure 6.5 the GPU only consumes 85 W for the full 8 streams. This
indicates that the supporting server infrastructure contributes quite significantly to the overall
power consumption. Future designs should attempt to process even more streams per server to
distribute this idle load across more streams and reduce overall system power consumption.
SKARAB also has an ATX power supply with current and voltage sensors on all the supply rails.
These currents were monitored when the SKARAB X-Engine was idle, processing 2 streams and
processing 4 streams. The power consumption from the SKARAB was 70 W, 80 W and 90 W
respectively.
Figure 6.2 plots the SKARAB and GPU X-Engine power consumptions vs number of streams.
Two SKARABs were tested as both were required to equal the performance of a single GPU
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server - when 4 multicast streams were tested, each SKARAB processed 2 streams. As expected
the two SKARABs require far less power than the GPU server when processing all the required
data. In this case it is less than half.
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Figure 6.2: Plot comparing the power consumption of a single GPU X-Engine and two
SKARAB X-Engines versus number of multicast streams being processed.
According to the latest South African electricity tariffs, it will cost no more than R2.00
per kWh[71]. The inflationary increases in electricity prices will not be considered in these
calculations.
Based on the measured power consumption, the monthly energy cost for two SKARABs are:
0.18 kWh/h× 24 hours× 30 days×R2.00/kWh ≈ R260.00/month
The monthly energy cost of the GPU X-Engine is:
0.4 kWh/h× 24 hours× 30 days×R2.00/kWh ≈ R576.00/month
The GPU X-Engine costs more than twice as much per month to run than two SKARABs.
The power consumption of the system does not just impact the system cost. It has an impact on
the data centre in terms of cooling requirements and power infrastructure. This is because while
200W its not much in a single system, 200W over 64 GPU systems (the number required by
MeerKAT) starts to generate a significant amount of heat. A server room equipped with GPUs
instead of FPGAs will need more advanced cooling solutions such as water or immersion cooling
compared to the current air cooling system. Discussing these implications further is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
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6.1.3. System Cost
The lifecycle costs of the GPU and SKARAB systems are plotted in Figure 6.3. This assumes a
10 year lifespan. While this is an optimistic estimate for commercial integrated circuits under
continuous use, it does serve to illustrate that the cost over the entire life-cycle of the GPU
system is far less than the cost of the SKARAB due to the major difference in initial hardware
costs. The maintenance costs have been excluded as it is assumed that these costs will be similar
across both systems.





























Figure 6.3: Plot of GPU and SKARAB X-Engine procurement and energy costs over 10 years.
From a cost perspective it is clear that the GPU server described in Table 6.1 is significantly
cheaper than the two SKARABs it would replace.
6.2. System Performance Analysis
While the actual correlation algorithm takes place on the GPU, a significant amount of processing
takes place in the CPU domain. This is because both the transpose and ingest operations are
processing intense and require a large number of the CPU cycles each.
Figure 6.4 shows the CPU utilisation of the system when ingesting 8 multicast streams. This
figure was obtained from the Linux utility htop2 running on the GPU X-Engine server. The first
16 cores are assigned to the 8 streams. Core 17 manages the systems IRQs, core 1 and 4 manage
other system functions and core 18 is idle. While core 17 is loaded at 100%, this does not affect
the processing of the streams. It is clear from this figure that the CPUs have very little spare
processing capacity. This indicates that the number of CPU cores was correctly specified. The
instability that periodically occurs when all 8 streams are being processed is a sign that the
2htop Linux man page: https://hisham.hm/htop/
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CPU side of the system is almost fully loaded.
From Figure 6.4, it is also clear that far too much system memory has been installed to the
server (Using 34.8 GB out of a possible 377 GB) - the server was initially filled with as much
RAM as possible (12 DIMMs with 32 GB capacity per DIMM). The size of each DIMM module
can be reduced to a 8 GB to reduce costs. The number of DIMMs and DIMM clock speed must
remain the same to preserve the memory bandwidth.
Figure 6.4: Image showing the RAM and CPU utilisation by the host server when the GPU
X-Engine is processing 8 multicast streams.
Once all the CPU processing had been performed, the data was copied to the GPU for correlation.
Figure 6.5 shows the GPU utilisation obtained when running the Nvidia System Management
interface3 on the GPU X-Engine. The GPU utilisation was significantly variable ranging between
50% and 80% of the total GPU utilisation. Furthermore, the floating point version of xGPU was
used in this prototype. If the fixed point version was used, half as much GPU compute would
be required (see Figure 3.28). Less than 10% of the GPU memory is used.
3Nvidia SMI home page: https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-system-management-interface
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Figure 6.5: Image showing the resource utilisation of the GPU when the GPU X-Engine is
processing 8 multicast streams.
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show that the main system bottleneck lies in the CPU side of the
processing pipeline. The CPUs are nearly at full capacity while the previous generation Nvidia
GPU sits at 75% compute utilisation.
The GPU X-Engine system meets all its design constraints, therefore this near bottleneck is
not cause for concern. It must only be considered when looking at improving the system in the
future.
6.3. Upgrade Path and Future Designs
The GPU X-Engine is able to process 8 streams per server. When using the 1U Tyan server,
this equates to a density twice that of SKARAB. However future designs may be able to support
an increased number of 40 GbE ports per server, reducing power and costs due to increased
sharing of common resources.
6.3.1. An Iterative Improvement
The CPU bottleneck is the primary concern when looking at improving this system. After
testing on a number of different systems, it became clear that adding more CPUs would not
resolve this bottleneck. This is because the CPU side has many different interacting processes
that are all contending for the same resources. This bottleneck is due to memory bus contention,
TLB contention and IRQ rates among other issues. While RAM clock speeds and the number of
memory channels supported by motherboards continues to increase, it is difficult to quantify
and measure how these improvements will affect the throughput rate.
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In future designs, it would be simpler to reduce the CPU and RAM load by moving the transpose
stage onto the GPU. GPUs have higher memory bandwidths and should be able to perform the
transpose for minimal processing capacity. If the GPU reaches capacity, another GPU should be
slotted into a spare PCIe slot for minimal additional cost (The Dell R720 and Tyan server both
have extra PCIe slots). The high level data flow diagram for this updated system is shown in























Figure 6.6: Diagram showing the logical flow of antenna data through the proposed next
generation GPU X-Engine.
To build this system, xGPU would have to be reverse engineered in order to separate the PCIe
transfers and kernel operations of the library. This would allow for a transpose operation to be
inserted between these two operations. Alternatively, the ASTRON Tensor Core kernels could
be used instead of xGPU as they are already independent from the bus transfer. Two dual port
NICs can then be used instead of two single port NICs. This would allow the system to support
up to four 40 GbE ports compared to the current two 40 GbE ports.
This improved X-Engine may require larger packet sizes than 4 KiB to handle all the additional
ingest data. The packet size required will need to be determined when benchmarking this
system.
6.3.2. A Complete Architecture Shift
Another option is to not take the traditional approach of using the NIC and CPU to receive data.
Xilinx has released an FPGA board called an Alveo Accelerator card that is designed to slot into
a PCIe connector on a server[72]. The U280 Alveo card has two 100 GbE ports and a PCIe 3.0
x16 interface. This card is priced at only $6 000 and is very cost competitive when compared to
both GPU servers and FPGAs. Some preliminary calculations indicate that the Alveo card has
sufficient resource to run 2 SKARAB equivalent F-Engines and still have additional resources
available. These two F-Engines would receive digitiser data over one of the 100 GbE ports. This
would leave a single extra 100 GbE port. This port could be used to receive X-Engine data
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which could be transposed in the FPGA fabric (FPGAs are better suited for this reorder than
either GPUs or CPUs). This data could then be transferred directly from the PCIe bus to the
GPU for processing - the CPU and NICs would be bypassed entirely. This system would be
capable of receiving 10 streams - 2.5 times that of a single SKARAB. In total this system would
do the work of 2 SKARAB F-Engines and 2.5 SKARAB X-Engines for a cost very similar to the
current GPU X-Engine. This is a significant reduction in hardware costs. This will potentially
use less power than the GPU X-Engine as well. Figure 6.7 shows a basic diagram of this system
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Figure 6.7: Diagram showing a proposed computationally dense hybrid FPGA/GPU system that
will make use of a Xilinx Alveo FPGA to reduce the GPU X-Engine host CPU and RAM
resource requirements. The Alveo FPGA will also host two F-Engines.
The FPGA/GPU hybrid is highly conceptual and would require months of research before
implementation. The biggest risk in this concept is the Alveo to GPU direct PCIe transfer. Some
traditional NICs have this functionality, indicating that it is possible to implement, although it
is not an advertised function of the Alveo card. It is likely that this feature would need to be
developed from scratch.
Another advantage of using the Alveo card as a NIC is that it will be able to handle packets of
any size without dropping them.
This FPGA/GPU hybrid concept was developed at SARAO during formal discussions with
the signal processing engineers on the potential design of the next generation correlator. It is
still being examined for feasibility and is likely to change as more of the technical aspects are
understood.
6.3.3. Analysis Conclusion
This chapter has conducted an in-depth analysis of the cost, performance and energy requirements
of the GPU X-Engine. This has included comparing the GPU implementation to the SKARAB
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implementation, diagnosing bottlenecks and suggesting techniques to improve the design.
Section 6.1 compared the GPU X-Engine to the SKARAB X-Engine. Section 6.1.1 looked at
the hardware costs of each system, finding that the SKARAB solution cost nearly three time
as much as the GPU solution. Section 6.1.2 then examined the power consumption of these
two systems. The GPU solution required more than twice as much energy compared to the
SKARAB solution. It was mentioned that this will have implications on cooling when deployed
at scale. Section 6.1.3 calculated the lifecycle costs of the system where it was determined that
the GPU system is far cheaper over the entire system life-cycle even when considering that the
energy costs are twice that of SKARAB.
Section 6.2 examined the GPU X-Engine performance. The current system performance was
analysed, which identified that the CPU portion of the server was reaching capacity while the
GPU portion was underutilised. Section 6.3 then used this information to suggest future versions
of the system. One version involved moving the transpose operation to the GPU to ease the
CPU side bottleneck. This would allow twice as many 40 GbE ports per X-Engine, doubling
the system processing capacity. This next generation version is the logical improvement of the
current design and can be implemented with minimal additional research.
Another more radical future implementation was proposed. This implementation would be a
FPGA/GPU hybrid system. This system would be able to do the work of 4 SKARABS, with
reduced hardware and energy costs. However this suggestion is in the early concept stages and
would require significant amounts of research before becoming viable.
The GPU X-Engine design has now been fully analysed. The analyses has looked at the current
state of the system, compared it to its competitors and suggested where it can be improved
after future research. Sufficient information exists to answer the research questions posed in
Section 1.2. This will be undertaken in the next chapter.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter 1 introduced the topic of this dissertation. This involved briefly describing the MeerKAT
project, detailing the reasons for looking into GPU systems, listing the research questions and
presenting the hypothesis.
The research questions and hypothesis all centred around the design of a drop-in GPU replacement
for the MeerKAT X-Engine. A prototype platform needed to be developed in order to answer
these questions.
A Systems Engineering approach to system design was adopted for this project. It was outlined
in Chapter 2
As indicated in the methodology, the development of the prototype was a two step process.
Step one (Chapter 3) was to understand the system context and examine all tools available
for constructing an X-Engine. Section 3.1 looked at the scientific and technical context of the
X-Engine; including examining the MeerKAT X-Engine input and output data formats and data
rates. Section 3.2 examined the different radio astronomy instruments that use GPU X-Engines,
while Section 3.3 investigated the possible software and hardware tools that were available to
build the prototype. From this review, it was decided to use Nvidia GPUs running the xGPU
library, Mellanox NICs using the SPEAD2 library and the Intel TBB library to create a software
pipeline that connected all these different tools together.
Step two of this design (Chapter 4) focused on building a functional prototype using the
information presented in Chapter 3. The system requirements were formalised in Section 4.1. A
high level system design took place in Section 4.2: the system was divided into a number of signal
processing stages that would operate in a multi-threaded pipeline. Section 4.3 presented the
formal software design for this pipeline. Section 4.4 to Section 4.7 examined the design for the
various subsystems highlighting all relevant major technical concerns and resource constraints.
Section 4.8 then provided a final design for a hardware platform - a dual socket system with two
40 GbE NICs. This system shared the GPU and server infrastructure between the sockets.
Chapter 5 tested the prototype to confirm that it conformed to its requirements. Section 5.1
confirmed that the intrinsically verifiable requirements were met. Section 5.2 verified that the
baselines being produced by the X-Engine were correct for all different polarisation products.
Section 5.3 confirmed that this data was processed at the required rate for the full 8 multicast
streams. High heap drop rates were observed when ingesting 1 KiB packets. It was recommend
that the F-Engine output packet size be changed to 4 KiB to eliminate this problem.
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Chapter 6 analysed the system. Section 6.1 found that the GPU X-Engine hardware was a third
of the price of a SKARAB equivalent solution but consumed over twice the power. Section 6.2
determined that the CPU side of the system would be the main bottleneck in future designs; the
GPU was used at only 65% of its capacity while the CPU portion was at about 85% utilisation.
Section 6.3 suggested methods to avoid this bottleneck in future designs. Suggestions included
offloading processing from the CPU to the GPU or creating a FPGA/GPU hybrid system that
could bypass the CPU and NIC entirely.
This chapter concludes this dissertation. Section 7.1 makes use of information gathered from
the previous chapters to answer the research questions and discuss the hypothesis. Section 7.2
recommends future research required to develop the next generation of platforms.
7.1. Research Questions Answers
The research questions and hypothesis were presented in Section 1.2. This section will draw on
the information obtained from this research project to provide a response to these questions and
the hypotheses.
7.1.1. Research Question 1: Response
The first research question was as follows:
Research Question 1: How does one design and build a GPU drop-in replacement
X-Engine system for MeerKAT?
This dissertation examined previous implementations of GPU X-Engines in radio telescopes
(Section 3.2.3) as well as the general architecture of GPU servers (Section 3.3). From this, it
was determined that the most important sub-systems to consider when designing this X-Engine
were the ingest stage, GPU correlation stage and the pipeline framework connecting these two
stages.
The tools available to implement these sub-systems were examined in Section 3.3.1, Section 3.3.2
and Section 3.3.3. The most suitable tool for each sub-system was then chosen.
The final GPU X-Engine prototype ingested data over two Mellanox 40 GbE NICs using the
SPEAD2 library (Section 4.6) and correlated this data on a Nvidia GPU using the xGPU
correlation library (Section 4.5). The only part of this system that had to be designed from the
ground up was the pipeline framework (Section 4.4). This was all combined into a dual socket
server. Each socket had ten CPU cores and four RAM channels (Section 4.8). This system could
perform the function of two SKARAB X-Engines.
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This dissertation has proven that it is possible to design a GPU X-Engine for MeerKAT. Most
individual sub-systems already have existing implementations - the main development effort is in
combining all these tools into a single system and correctly specifying the hardware components
that can handle the required data rates. The CPU domain data reorder required by xGPU was
an additional challenge due to the high reorder data rates.
The CPUs on the implemented prototype are nearly fully utilised (17 out of 20 CPU cores are
used) while the GPU has excess capacity (75% of the GPU is used). This suggests that the main
bottleneck of the implemented prototype is in the ingest and reorder stages. Future designs
should consider improving the ingest stage and moving the reorder stage to the GPU to achieve
higher data rates.
It was found that small packet sizes(1 KiB) led to high packet and heap loss rates. Packet sizes
of 4 KiB and above eliminated this problem.
7.1.2. Research Question 2: Response
The second research question was as follows:
Research Question 2: How much rack space will this system require?
The prototype design using a Dell R720 server has one 40 GbE port per U (Section 4.8.2). This
is the same density as a SKARAB X-Engine.
The suggested Tyan server will have a density of two 40 GbE ports per U. This is twice that of
a SKARAB.
With additional research and development, the transpose operation can be moved to the GPU
allowing for a potential four 40 GbE ports per U (Section 6.3.1).
The GPU system requires twice as much power per 40 GbE port when compared to the SKARAB
(Section 6.1.2). The Tyan server implementation will consume four times the energy per U when
compared to a SKARAB while the suggested four ports per U implementation will consume 8
times the energy.
In order to reduce the power consumption, a hybrid FPGA/GPU system could possibly be
developed that would have the same density of four 40 GbE ports per U but a lower power
consumption due to the CPU portion of the design being offloaded to the lower power FPGA
(Section 6.3.2). More research would have to be done to verify that this suggestion can be
implemented.
Newer technology has allowed the physical size of the correlator to shrink significantly, while
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drastically increasing power consumption. Additional research would have to be done to
determine how to cool this GPU system if it were to be deployed in the MeerKAT server room
on scale. This would most likely involve moving from air cooling to water cooling - replacing all
heat sinks on the GPUs and processors with custom designed water cooling blocks.
7.1.3. Research Question 3: Response
The third research question was as follows:
Research Question 3: How does the system cost, performance and power
consumption differ between the current FPGA X-Engine and the GPU X-Engine
replacement?
This system was compared to the SKARAB in Section 6.1.
The GPU implementation has the benefit of costing less than half of a SKARAB implementation
over the entire system life-cycle (Section 6.1.3). The GPU system uses off the shelf components,
making it easier to repair and replace malfunctioning parts than it would be in the case of the
custom designed SKARAB board. Additionally, the GPU X-Engine was far quicker to develop
and debug than the SKARAB X-Engine.
The main disadvantage is that the GPU system consumes twice as much power per multi-cast
stream than a SKARAB consumes (Section 6.1.2).
When considering whether to use a GPU or FPGA X-Engine, a GPU X-Engine should be used
in order to reduce hardware costs. If power consumption or cooling is a high priority, then an
FPGA solution should be considered.
7.1.4. Hypothesis Results
The hypothesis was as follows:
Hypothesis:
It is possible to design a GPU based X-Engine that will perform to the same
specifications as the SKARAB X-Engine: for the same level of performance, this
GPU system will have a cheaper purchase price, require less rack space, and consume
more power than a SKARAB equivalent.
This investigation found the hypothesis to be mostly valid.
A GPU X-Engine performing most of the same functions as a SKARAB X-Engine was
demonstrated (Chapter 5). The GPU system requires half as much rack space when compared
to a SKARAB (Section 4.8.2), costs a third of the price (Section 6.1.3) while consuming more
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than double the power (Section 6.1.2).
The GPU X-Engine was unable to process 1 KiB packets. To install a GPU X-Engine in the
place of a SKARAB X-Engine, the MeerKAT F-Engines need to be modified so that they output
4 KiB packets.
7.2. Recommendations
This section lists recommendations for future work. These recommendations will encompass
considerations to be made when designing a new correlator (Section 7.2.1) and research required
in order to improve upon this X-Engine’s design (Section 7.2.2 and 7.2.3).
7.2.1. Correlator Design Recommendations
The following recommendations should be considered when a new correlator is being
designed:
1. The correlator X-Engines should be implemented on GPUs instead of FPGAs when trying
to reduce system cost and increase density. FPGA X-Engines should be used if minimising
power consumption is a high priority.
2. When using GPU X-Engines, careful consideration should go into designing the correlator
cooling system as significantly more power is consumed compared to an equivalent FPGA
system.
3. When using a GPU X-Engine, the packet sizes produced by the F-Engines should be set
to at least 4 096 bytes to reduce ingest processing requirements at the NIC. This will lead
to significantly lower packet drop rates.
7.2.2. X-Engine Research Recommendations: Iterative Improvement
The next logical upgrade to this system was discussed in Section 6.3.1. This proposed X-Engine
should be able to process 16 multi-cast streams from four 40 GbE ports. In order to create this
system the following steps are recommended:
1. Separate the xGPU library into a correlation kernel and memory copy.
2. Migrate the transpose operation to the GPU.
3. Add a second GPU to the system.
4. Change the single port 40 GbE NICs to dual port 40 GbE NICs.
5. Measure the achievable ingest rate when connecting all four NICs to the network.
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7.2.3. X-Engine Research Recommendations: Architectural Shift
Section 6.3.2 suggested a design for an FPGA/GPU hybrid system. This design should greatly
reduce the system power requirements. This hybrid system is still in the concept phase and
would require more research before it is ready for use. In order to develop this system, it is
recommended that the following research be undertaken:
1. Investigate methods to DMA data from the Alveo card to the GPU over the PCIe bus,
bypassing the CPU and system memory completely.
2. Evaluate the FPGA resources required to perform the X-Engine buffer, reorder and
transpose operations in order to verify that it will fit on an Alveo card running two logical
F-Engines.
3. Upgrade the SARAO 40 GbE FPGA core that is used for SKARAB to a 100 GbE core
that can be used on the Alveo card.
4. Investigate 100 GbE network architecture - using the Alveo cards will require the entire
40 GbE network to be converted to a 100 GbE network. The network switches and
architecture available for 100 GbE would need to be evaluated for suitability.
* * *
This research project has informed the design of the next generation MeerKAT correlator.
SARAO is actively investigating certain recommendations made in this dissertation.
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